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94TH CoNGREss} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES {
1st Session

REPORT

No. 94-1

TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE FEES ON, OR OTHERWISE ADJUST,
PETROLEUM IMPORTS; INCREASE OF TEMPORARY
LIMIT ON PUBLIC DEBT

JANUARY

30, 1975.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. ULLMAN, from the Committee on Ways and Means,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with
INDIVIDUAL, MINORITY, ADDITIONAL MINORITY, SEPARATE MINORITY, AND SUPPLEMENTAL MINORITY
VIEWS
[To accompany H.R. 1767)

The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was refeiTed the bill
(H.R. 1767) to suspend for a 90-day period the authority of the
President under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or
any other provision of law to increase tariffs, or to take any other import adjustment action, with respect to petroleum or products derived therefrom; to negate any such action which may be taken by
the President after January 15, 1975, and before the beginning of such
90-day period; and for other purposes, having considered the same,
report .favorably thereon with amendments and recommend that the
bill as amended do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
On page 4, after line 14, insert the following:
SEc. 4. Nothing in the first section and sections 2 and 3
of this Act shall be deemed to affect the validity of any proclamation or executive order issued before .January 16, 1975,
by the President under section 232(b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
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On page 4, after line 14, insert the following:
.Sm. 5. (a) During the period ~ginning on the date of the
enactment of this Act and endmg on June 30, 1975, !he
public debt limit set forth in the first sentence of section
21 of the Second Liberty Bond Act (31 U.S.C. 757b) shall be
.
temporarily increased by $131,000,000,000.
(b) Effective on the da.te of the enaotment o~ ~his Act,
the first section of the Act of June 30, 1974, _Providmg for a
temporary increase in the public debt limit for a period
endmg March 31, 1975 (Public Law 93-325), is hereby
repealed.
I. SUMMARY

As originally introduced and as reported by the Committee, H.R.
1767 provides for the temporary suspension of the President's authority to adjust imports of petroleum and petroleum products for the
90-day period beginning on the date of enactment, and negates any
PrE>..sidential import adjustment action taken after January 15, ~975,
and before the beginning of such 90-day ~ri<_>d. The Com.m1ttee
amended the bill to also extend the temporary hm1t on the pubhc debt
through June 30, 1975, and increase the temporary limitation to
$531 billion.
·.
·
In the case of petroleum and petroleum products the first section of
the bill suspends for the 90-da;Y JXlriod beginning on th.e da~e of enactment any authority the President might have to ad1ust imports of
petroleum and petroleum products. ~ection 2 would negate any Presidential action to adjust petroleum imports taken after January 15,
1975, and before the date .o:f. enactment, .and. !llso provides for thi:i
rebate of any duti:es or ~mpoJ.1; f~es or taxes levied and collecte~ pursuant ta any such action.' Section 3' provides that the suspensron of
Presidential authority to adjust petroleum imports will cease if at any
time during the 90-day period war is declared, a national emergency
occurs, or certain situations involving the commitment of United
States.Armed Forces arise. SectionJ of the bill, .added by Committee
amendment,provid~ that.H.R. 1761,shall not affect the import liceilSl'l
fee system on petroleum and petroleum products which was .in effect
on. January 15, 197.5.
.
. . . .
The other Comrnitte.e ~mendment relates to the debt hm1tation.
The permanent debt limitation under present law. is. $490 billion.
Effective through March 31,)97f), ,present law: also provides ~or -a
temporary additional limit· of $95. billion,. giving an overall public
debt limit. of $495 billion. ·· . .· .
·. .
. .
·
This bill provides for an increase of the present temporary debt
June 30, 1975. No
limitation from $495 billion to $531 billion thro
chan~ is made in the permanent debt limit of
billion. Th~ is a
$36 billion increase in the present combined liil}itation as well as an
extension of this limit for three 'additional months.
The administration requested an increase in the d~bt ·Iimitatioi: to
$604 billion through June 30, 1976, and indicated in its suppbrtmg
information that a debt limitation of $531 billiOn :would meet its
financing requirements through June 30, 1975..
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TABLE t-STATUTORY DEBT LIMITATIONS, FISCAL YEARS 1947 TO DATE, AND A PROPOSED LIMITATION IN
FISCAL YEAR 1975
[In billions of dollars)
Statutory debt limitation

Fiscal year

\

Permanent

1947-54••• - - -• --- -- ------. -- ••• --- • --- ... --- • - - --- • --- •••• ---- --1955 through Aug. 27 .... ·--. ___ . ___ • ___ • _____ • ____ .......... _____ _
1955: Aug. 28 through June 30_____________________________________ _

1956. - -- -- --- --. -- .• ·-- ... ·--- -·· ••••. --- • ---- •• --- • -- ••.. --•.•.
1957 -through
- --- ---Feb.
.. -- 25
• -......
·-------- •.. -.. --- ·- ·-· ---- ... -.• -··. --1958
____________________________________________
__
1958: Feb. 26 through June 30 ... -----------------------------------

1959 through Sept. L--------------------···-··--·----------------

1959: Sept. 2 through June 29-------------------------------------1959: June 30__ -------···-------· ------·--------------------. ___ _
1960_ - ........................ -------- ...... --------- ......... ..
1961_through
- ---···----·
...................
····-·-·· ·-.
1962
Mar. 12--·-·······-----·
________________________
.....................
1962:
Mar. 13 through June 30·------------------------------------1963 through Mar. 31. .. _.............. ___________________________ _
1963: Apr. 1 through May Z8. ------------·--·---------------------1963: May 29 through June 30------------·-·-·---·--·-------------·
1964through Nov. 30 __ ......................... ------------------1964: Dec. l through June 28------------------------------·--·----·
1964: June 29 and 30.. -------------------------------------------1965_. ------------------------------------ -- .... -----------·---·
1966. - ·······-···--------···-------·--·--------···-·-··--------1967 through Mar. 1. ...................... -----------------------1967: Mar. 2 through June 30_ ------------------------------------1968 I ................. _ .. _.................... _______ .......... .
1969 through Apr. 51 ____________________________________________ __

rn~g :rr~~:~~·u~~-30·.-_-_·: :.. :::::::: :::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

1971 through June 30 1 __ . . . . . . ----------- -------------- ·---------1972 through June 301 .. _----------------------------------------·

mi m~~~= ~i: /g':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
3

1974
301 ___________________________________________
___ -·---------·--·-------------------------·_
1975 through
through June
Mar. 311
Proposed:
From enactment through June 30, 1975 '·----- ____ ..... ---------·
After June 30, 1975 ' .......................... - ............... .
1

Temporary
additional

275 -------------275 -------------275
6.0
275
6.0
275
3.0
275 -------------·
275
5.0
275
5.0
283
5.0
285

285
285
285

285
285
285
285

285
285
285
285
285

285
285

358

400

400
400
400
400
400

2ao.o

288.0
290. 0
295.0

13.0

298.0
300.0

10. 0
8. 0
15.0
23.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
30.0
39.0
39.0
43.0
45.0
51. 0
............ ..

12. 0
15. 0

50.0

50.0
65.0

65.0

75. 7

95.0

131.0
400 .......... ___ _
400

275.0
275.0
281.0
281.0
278. 0
275.0
280.0

5.0

358
7.0
358 ----·---·-----

365
380

Total

293.o

31)8. 0
305.0

307.0
309.0
315. 0
324.0
324.0
328.0
330.0
336.0
358.0
365.0

358.0

377. 0

395.0
450.0
450.0
465.0
465.0

475. 7
495.0

531.0

400.0

Includes FNMA participation certificates issued in fiscal year 1968.

This committee amendment includes within the temporary debt
limit $14 billion for financing various Federal agency credit programs through the Federal Financing Bank. This action permits substantial interest saving on those bonds. The committee has requested
the Secretary o:f the Treasury to report each month on the borrowing
under the debt limit through the Federal Financing Bankand whether
the debt limit is sufficient so it will not be necessary to divert this borrowing directly through the agencies involved.
II. SUSPENSION OF ANY EXISTING AUTHORITY TO
INCREASE IMPORT FEES ON OIL
A. CHRONOLOGY OF PRESIDENT'S ACTION AND COMMITTEE RESPONSE

R.R. 1767 is essentially a response, and a much needed response, to
the precipitous action taken by the President on January 23, proclaiming an import fee on petroleum and petroleum products. The
President's action by proclamation anticipated enactment o:f legislation
involving taxes on certain energy resources including a $2-per-barrel
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tax on crude petroleum, both imported and domestically produced, and
also import fees and excise taxes on petroleum products. By favorably
reporting H.R. 1767, the Committee is not seeking a Congressional
confrontation with the President. Rather, the enactment of H.R. 1767
will reserve Congressional options to work as an equal partner with
the President on our energy problems, including the problem of the
growing dependence on foreign oil.
Press reports in early January of this year that the Administration
was considering a tariff of $1-$3 per barrel on imports of petroleum
were confirmed by the President's television address on January 13,
and the State of the Union Message on January 15.
In anticipation of hearings by the Committee on Ways and Means
on the President's tax proposals as outlined in the State of the Union
Message, Chairman illlman, after consulting with Commit.too members, wrote to the President on January 21, expressing his concern
with the proposed action by the President and requesting that the
President withhold Executive action until appropriate legislation consideration could be given to all of the President's energy tax proposals.
Chairman IBiman stated in his letter to the President:

There are serious legal questions created by continued Presidential
use of Section 232 to drastical1y change (merely by issuing executive
orders) restrictions on imports of petroleum products without benefit
of the statutory investigation and findings required by that provision.
It can be recognized that the President from time to time would find
it necessary to make some changes in the program of adjusting imports
u:r1:der Section 232 in light of changing circumstances. However, the
original thrust and purpose of the 1959 national security finding with
respect to petroleum has all but disappeared. Obviously what remains'
is the continued, even increased dependence on imports of petroleum
nnd petroleum products. The question is how best this situation can
be dealt with in light of completely different circumstances in 1975 ~
The divergence of economic interests involved in the existing complicated import license fee system on oil imports will be exacerbated
by the additional, and chan~ing level of import fees which you propose to impose under Presidential authority. The changing costs and
price conditions which the import fee will create are not conduciYe to
sound legislation.
A~ you have implie4 in your message to the Congress. the energy
and mdeed the economic problems we face call for comprehensive and
consistent legislative approach. In this regard, there is a preferable
course. to take and one whic~ will provide the greatest degree of cooperation between the Executive branch and the Congress. To this end
I. respectfully request that you take no :further action under the natmnal security provision to impose additional fees or tariffs on imports
o! petr<?leum and petroleum products, but await appropriate legislative action. As I am sure you are aware the Committee on Ways and
Means is responding to your request for action by making ymir proposal the first order of business.
Sincerely yours,
AL ULLMAN, Chairman.
Subseq~ently, the Committee held a hearing on January 22, and at
t~at heari~g Secretary of the Treasury Simon disclosed for the first
time publicly the President's proposed action on import fees for
crude petroleum and petroleum products >ms to be based on an investigat~on Secreta_ry Simo~ .had requested on January 4, 1975. under the
national security prov1s1ons, of section 232 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. The investigation was completed January 13 and transmitted ~o the Pre~ident January 14, 1975.
'
Despite the existence of an import license fee system on petroleum
and petrole_um products under section 232. despite the provision :for
public hearmW;' or .other appropr~ate forms by which interested parties
co_uld offer ~heir views, and despite an expressed interest by the Comm1t~ee on\\ ay~ ai:d.Means in the 93rd Congress concerning the use of
sec.ho~ 232 to hm1t ~m.Ports. of petroleum in the absence of legislative
~mdelmes, the Admmistratmn chose not to hold public hearinO'S and
mdeed. chose not. to make public until .January 22 the fact that a sec~
tion 232 investigation ha~ been requested and completed.
. 0~ January 23, the President issued his Executive Order proclaimm~ m~port fees on petroleum and petroleum products which would
brmg m revenues of about $200 million during the first three months
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COMMITI'EE ON
AYS AND MEANS,
U.S. HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.O., January 'El, 1975.
Hon. GERALD R. FoRD,
President of the United States,
The White House, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. PRESJDJ<~NT: This is in reference to your proposed action
of imposing a $1-$3-per -barrel import fee or tariff on imports of crude
oil (and a tariff of similar incidence on petroleum products) under
Section 232, the national security provision of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962.
There has been no indication of which I am aware that the Secretary of the Treasury has conducted an investigation and recommended
to you on the basis of such an inves · ·on the action you propose to
take under Section 232 of the Trade xpansion Act. In the absence of
any indication along these Jines, I must assume that you are acting
under the national security investigation and Presidential finding of
1959 under which th~ import quota system on petroleum and petroleum
products was estabhshed some 15 years ago.
I am aware that the President in Februarv of 1973 changed the import quota system on petroleum and petroleum products to an import
Jicense fee system without benefit of a new national security investi~
tion and Presidential finding. Such action at that time was not broadly
questioned by the Congress, althoug'h many Members, including Members of the Committee on V\Tays and Means, had reservations concerning the basis of th.at action. Fnder H.R. 14462, as reported by tihe
Committee on Ways and Means, any import restriction on petroleum
under Section 232 would have become subject to specific _legislative
criteri'a. Also reflecting those concerns are the new procedural and reporting requirements \,~hich were added by amendments to Section 232
contained in the Trade Act of 1974, Public Law 93-618.·
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and $400 million monthly by April 1975 according to the Administration. The President's action was taken without benefit of .a. public
hearing on the effects of such a tax or tariff and without public or
Congressional review of the system :for imposing the import fee and
the criteria used to determine its incidence on petroleum products and
on different consumers.

the costs of crude oil to refiners while the domestic two-tier price controls remain in effect. The purpose of this so-called "entitlements"
program is to reduce the cost differentials between refiners with access
to lower cost "old" oil (currently under a price ceiling averaging about
$5.25 per barrel) and refiners de.eendent on more costly imported and
"new' domestic crude oil not subJect to price controls (averaging over
$11 ~er barrel). The cost disparity is reduced by allocating low-priced
"old ' oil proportionately among all refiners by issuing entitlements
each month to refiners granting them access to price-controlled "old"
crude oil. The entitlements to each refiner will be equal to the national
average ratio of "old" crude oil to new domestic plus iniported crude,
calculated monthly by the FEA. Additional entitlements will be issued to small refiners. The FEA will publish a list of the number of
entitlements issued each refiner.
Refiners with a lower share of "old" oil than the national average
in a particular month, for example, refiners heavily dependent on
imported crude oil, sell entitlements to refiners with more than their
share of low-priced crude, up to the amount of the national average
ratio. The proceeds from the sales are used by the refiners to reduce
their cost of higher-priced imported or domestic oils. The refiners'
customers pay prices that reflect the cost of the imported crude oil
reduced by the value of the entitlement sales for the particular month.
In turn, refiners with more "old" oil than the national average must
purchase such entitlements in order to process their "old" oil. The
goal is for all refiners' product prices to reflect approximately the same
proportion of low-priced domestic crude oil regardless of geographic
location or source of crude oil supply.
Under the present allocation regulations, residual fuel oil and No.
2 fuels (heating oil and diesel fuel) receive an entitlement valued at
apx:iroximately one-third of the crude entitlement value. These regulations are bemg amended to eliminate such entitlements for products.
Entitlements· for products are replaced by reductions in fees to importers of all petroleum products subject to the supplemental fees.
The supplemental fees charged on products will be reduced from the
crude levels by $1.00 per barrel on February 1, $1.40 per barrel on
March 1, and $1.80 per barrel on April 1.
This system of lesser fees on products is designed to equalize as
much as possible the costs of imported fuel oils and other imports of
petroleum products with domestic production while price controls remain in effect. It is also intended to reduce the impact of large fees in
regions heavily dependent on product imports.
About 60 percent of the total national supply of crude oil is either
imported, "new" domestic production, or stripper well production not
~ubject to price controls. Under the entitlements program, each refiner
is allocated the equivalent of approximately 40 percent of its crude oil
runs as price-controlled "old" oil. In other words, refiners will be reimbursed, in effect, under the entitlements program by about 40 cents
for each $1.00 increase in the fee on imported crude oil and incur a net
60 cent price increase for each $1.00 increase in the fee. To maintain an
equal cost relationship between domestic refiners and importers of refined products, the import fee on products is computed initially at 60
cents instead of the $1.00 crude level to match the effective 60-cent

B.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESIDENT'S ACTION AND COMMENTS ON
ECONOMIC IMPACT

The Proclamation by the President dated January 23, 1975 modifies
Proclamation 3279 dated March 10, 1959, which established the mandatory oil import quota program. It also modifies amendments of that
Proclamation including Proclamation 4210 of April 18, 1973, which
suspended tariffs on imports of petroleum and petroleum products
and replaced the oil import quota program by a system of import
license fees.
·
,
Amerubnent of import license fee system
The Proclamation provides that the phase-in schedule of import
license fees under the present system and the preferential longer phasein fee schedule for imports of motor gasoline and other finished products from Canada (established under Proclamation 4227 of June 19,
1973) will be eliminated. This means that as of February 1, 1975, the
import fees under the present program will increase on crude oil from
18.0 to 21.0 cents per barrel, from 59.5 to 63.0 cents per barrel on motor
gasoline, and from 42.0 to 63.0 cents per barrel on all other finished
products. These rates would have been acnieved as of November 1, 1975
under the present program. ·
The elimination of the longer phase-in of fees on imports from
Canada means the present fee of 6.0 cents per barrel on motor gasoline
and 4.2 cents per barrel on other finished products rises to the uniform
63.0 cents per barrel, which was not scheduled to take effect until
November 1, 1980.
New import fee schedule
The Proclamation increases the import fees under the present program on crude oil by a supplemental fee of $1 per barrel effective
February 1, $2 per barrel as of March 1, and $3 per barrel as of April
1. The supplemental effective fees on petroleum products will be zero
as of February 1, $0.60 as of March 1, and $1.20 by April 1. For example, the total import fee on a barrel of crude oil would be $3.21 as of
April 1, and $1.83 per barrel of residual fuel oil.
The Proclamation reinstates the tariffs on petroleum and petroleum
products as of February 1, which were suspended when the import
quota system was replaced by license fees. The burden of the reinstatement is nil, however, since the tariffs are subject to refund of equivalent amounts from the total fees paid.
"Entitlements" pograrn.
The "Old Crude Oil Allocation Program," under Federal Energy
Administration (FEA) regulations issued in December 1974, will
continue to apply under the new program to equalize substantially
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net fee cost for refiners. In turn, importers have had benefits under
the present entitlements program equivalent to 60 cents per barrel
of imported product. Since this entitlement will be eliminated under
the new program, the import fee on products will be reduced by an
equivalent 60 cents.
Effective import fees
Consequently, the net effective import fee on petroleum products
will be zero in February; in March the corresponding initial fee is
$1.20 instead of the $2.00 crude level (i.e., the reimbursement to refiners of the crude oil fee under the entitlements program is 80 cents)
minus 60 cents for current entitlement benefits, for a net fee of $0.60;
and in April the net fee of $1.20 excludes $1.80 for the crude oil entitlement and 60 cents for the current product entitlement. The FEA
Administrator has authority under the proclamation to reduce the
fee by these or by other amounts as he may determine necessary to
achieve the objectives of the Proclamation and the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973.
The fees are payable by the last day of the month following the
month the imports are released from customs or entered or withdrawn from warehouse. Under current price regulations, there will
be a minimum lag time of one month between importation or payment of ~he !ees on imported crude o~l or products and pass-through
of the price mcrease by the refiner or importer. For example, the first
fee on petroleum products would not be passed through until April.
Under the present license fee system, fees are refunded on imports
which are refined into products for export or incorporated into petrochemicals exported. This drawback authority is extended under
the new program to the supplemental fees. The Administration
is given discretion to refund fees in certain other instances, including
imports of unfinished oils incorporated into petrochemicals for export and fees on imports of crude oil manufactured into asphalt.
However, under the present system, imports of crude oil and petroleum products are generally exempt from license fees on the volumes
under the allotments of the old import quota program. About 90 percent of crude imports and over 90 percent of ri;sidual fuel oil imports,
for example, are currently fee exempt. These fee-free allocations, as
well as the long-term allocations of imports into Puerto Rico and those
made by the Oil Import Appeals Board, will continue in effect for the
revised exi~ing fees until the allocation system terminates in 1980.
All petroleum and petroleum products imports will be subject, however, to the new supplemental fees.
Finally, the Proclamation provides for the Administrator of the
FEA to evaluate the structure and scope of elements of the existing
mandatory oil import program which will remain in effect with a
view to possible simplification. He is to submit recommendations to the
President within three months.
Economic I mpaet
According to the Federal Energy Administration, the . United
States now imports about 4.1 million barrels per day of crude oil and
about 2.6 million barrels per day of fuel oil and other refinery prod-

ucts. The Administration estimates that the increase of $3.00 per barre! o~ imported crude _oil and $1.20 on imported petroleum products
will mcrease average imported petroleum prices by about $.035 per
gallon.
Tl_i.e Ad~nistration has made public very little information about
possible pric~ effects of the proclaimed increases in existing import
!ees. The ~nt1_re energyfackage ~s expected to cause a one-time increase
In the price mdexes o approximately 2 percent. This Treasury Department estimate combines the primary and ripple effects of the total
$30 billion energy conservation taxes and fees package. In calendar
year 1975, the import fees are expected to total $3.2 billon, or 12.2 percent of the total.energy tax receipts. In calendar year 1976, the import
fees are projected to be $4.1 billion, or 13.6 percent of the total. Therefore, the Administration considers the potential inflation impact of
the oil import fee portion of the energy package to be small.
Other estimates are more pessimistic. A January 1975 Library of
Congress Congressional Research Service report estimates that a $3per-barrel increase in the import fees on imported crude and petroleum
products will raise the price of imported crude from $12.50 to $15.50
per barrel, c?Sti?g $7.1 billion yearly at current import rates.
The stu_dy md1cates that all elements of the Administration's energy
program m the aggregate could cost at least $50.3 billion in 1975. Given
an anticipated .197? gross national product of $1?00 billion, the program could raise hvmg costs by 3 percentage pomts, assuming complete pass thr.ough of the sum to final prices. Directly, before consideration of _secon_dary or ripple e~ects, the energy package will raise the
rate of mflation from an estimated 6-'7 percent to 9-10 percent in
~975. Put another way, th~ p~kage will increase the rate of inflation
U: 1975 about 50 percent m direct costs, even before considering the
ripple costs that emanate from the primary price increase.
Ene:gy c~sts .are ~arked up ~h.rough layer upon layer of the manufacturmg, dIStr1bution and reta1lmg systems which results in products
~mbodyi~g energy having their prices raised by more than the actual
mcre~se m ~ergy costs. Many .wag~s and other payments like social
~cunty are ~1ed to the change m prices, hence, compounding the rise
m ~nergy prices' effect on the general price level. The ripple effect is
e~ima~ed to be 1.5 ~-0. 2.0 t~mes the primary effect, implying that.
potentially, the Admm1stration's total energy package's primary and
s~condary effects could cause 19'74's 12 percent inflation rate to contmue through 1975.
A report by Data Resources, Inc., also prepared in January gen~rally. supports th~ Congressional Research Service study, although
its estimates a~ s!ightly lo":er. The DRI ~udy_ assumes that a lar~
part of the price ~ncrease. will be reflec.ted m !11ghe: wages and unit
la~or costs, and will find its way back mto prices via the wage-price
spiral. T~e GNJ.> deflator is e~timated at 3 percent higher at the end
of 1975, mcreasm~ the total mflation rate through the year to 10.'7
percent. The study fu~he~ predicts a spillover effect into 1976 of
another one percent, brmgmg the ~otal .projected inflation rate for
1_976 to over 6 percent and the total mflation effect of the Administration's e~e~g:y pa~kage to 4 percent, thereby assuring continued
double-digit mflation.
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c.

DESCRIPTION OF PROVISIONS REGARDING IMPORT FEE ON
PETROLEUM

'Dhe first section of H.R. 1767 provides that the President's authoij.ty
to adjust imports of petroleum and petroleum pr?<lucts und~r sect10!1
232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (then'atlona,l security provision) or under any other provision of law, is to be suspe!1d.ed for a
period of 90 days begii:ning o!1 the date of.enactment. It is m~ended
that no further Executive action be taken m the form of an import
quota, tax; tariff, or fee or other type of im~ort res~raint duri!lg the .90day period that would have the effoot of mcreasmg the price of imported petroleum and petroleum p~ucts.
.
.
In this context, petroleum and petrole'!lm products or,, as state~ m
the bill,. "petroleum or any product derived· therefrom,·' means imported crude oil, crude oil derivatives; and products and related pro~
ucts derived from natural gas and coal tar, and as empl?yed m
proclamations issued u:nder section 232 of the Trade ·ExpanSion Act
of·l962 for thErpurpose of adjusting imports. It should be noted that
section 4 provides that the Act is· not to have any effect on proclamations or· Executive orders issued before January 15, 1975 by the
President under section 232 of .the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Thus it is not intended that the Act affect the status of the existi:ft.g
imporl license fee system under Proolam~tion No. 4210. · '
. · .. '
Section '2 (a) would repMl any .Executive order or proclamation ISsue<iL by the Presiden~ after January 15, 1975. and be~ore the date of
enactment under section 232 (b) of the. Trade Expansion· Act of 1962
or any other provision of law, resulting in t~e i1!1position of a rateiof
duty on imports of petroleum or any product derived therefrom. On or
after the· date of enactment, petroleum and petroleum products made
subject to a rate of duty hy such action•would enter free of any such
duty. In addition, section 2(a) (2) would provide for the re.bate of any
duty pai? on imports of petroleull! or petr~leum products imposed by
the President pursuant to any action by ~1!11 after January 15, 197~,
and before the date of enactment, under section 232 or any other proVIsion oflaw.
·
'
· .
.
Section 2 (b) is· similar to sectioh 2("a) .except that it will repeal the
import fee proclaimed by the President on January 23, 19711 or any
similar· action taken after January 15, 1975 and before the date of enactment involving·the imposition of' a tax or fee on. the !mports of
petroleum or any products derived therefrom. under se<:t~on 232{b)
of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or any other provIB~0!1 of law.
Likewise on and after the date of enactment, the tax or fee imposed on
imports ~f :petroleum and products derived therefrom sha.11 be only
the tax or fee in effect as a result of action taken before January 16,
1975. As in section 2(a}(2); any tax or fee imposed on imports. of
petroleum and petroleum pi:oducfs which exceeds the t.ax ?r fee ltnposed on January 15, 1975 is to be rebated upon apphcat~on to the
appropriat~ Federal agency.
.
.
.
In providing a. :n§bate of ~uties or .fees, ~he Committee mt.ends that
there should be no mcrease m the price of imported petroleun: or any
product derived therefrom s]~ould a tI~aiff ?r import. f~ be ;tmposed
prior to the enactment of this Act. Smee importers will be assured

\

'

that the duties or fees will be rebated, there will be no need for importers to pass along the fee to the customers through an increase in
price. In any event, the Committee is informed that under the President's Proclamation, the import fee on crude oil will not be collected
immediately and the fee on products will not begin to be collected until
April or even later.
Section 3 provides that the 90-day suspension of the President's authority to adjust imports of petroleum or any product derived therefrom under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or any
other provision of law shall terminate under certain circumstances
involving the United States armed forces engagement in hostilities.
The circumstances are : ( 1) should the Congress declare war; (2)
should United States armed forces be introduced into hostilities pursuant to specific statutory authority; ( 3) should a national emergency
be created by attack upon the United States, its territories or possessions, or its armed forces; or (4) should United States armed forces
be introduced into such hostilities, situations, or places, or are enlarged
in any foreign nation under circumstances which require a report by
the President to the Congress pursuant to section 4 (a) of the WarPowers Resolution ( 50 U.S.C. 1453 (a)).
Thus, under Section 3, the President's power to a.et under Section
232 of the Trade Expansion Act in time of national emergency involving armed conflict would be preserved 2 despite the suspension period
of 90 days provided in Section 1 of the bill.
The Committee has been informed that a suit has been instituted to
test the validity of the President's action of .January 23, 1975, under
section 232 (b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 for the purpose of
adjusting imports of petroleum and products derived therefrom. The
Committee does not intPnd that its action in reporting out H.R. 1767,
and iti setting forth the views contained in this report with respect to
the action taken by the President on .January 23, 1975, should affect
in one way or another the determination in this suit or in any other
proceeding which has been instituted (or which may be instituted)
on the merits of issues relating to the scope of Presidential authority
or the validity of any particular exercise of that authority under section 232 (b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or any other provision
of law.

D.

REASONS FOR SUSPENDING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY

The Proclamation pre-empts other approaches to reducing demand
.for oil
The Committee has not had the opportunity to analyze in detail
the many ramifications of the Presidential proclamation of January 23, 1975. It it clear, however, that the import fees to be imposed
on crude petroleum are not due to be collected until the last of
February. The payment of fees on products is to be delayed an
additional month to the end of March or the first part of April.
Surely the degree of import restraint gained by the precipitous Executive action under the umbrella of national security is of minimal
contribution to the overall goal of reduction of oil imports. Given
the actual effective date of the import fees, the early incidence (or

.

'
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lack thereof) of the President's program does not c<!nform to the
public posture of an active .~xecutive bra.nch makmg the hard
decisions and impatiently awaitmg Congressional concu~rence.
.
Certainly early and effective action to reduce our re~ianc~ on 011
imports is essential. Howev~r, the double challenge of .1~fl~tion an~
recession are extremely serious threats to our econmmc welfare as
well. These problems too are twin respo,nsibilities of the 9ongress a:id
the President. Reliance on Executive action under the 11at10nal security
clause Soot.ion 232 of the. Trade Expansion Act, without adequate
public' notice and in the absence _o:f consultations 'Yi!h. ~he Congr~ss.
and despite the best of intentions, ignores recent sens1t~vities resp<:;ctmg
the use of Presidential power. ·what is of more basic concern is the
effect the Proclamation has on the authority o:f the Con~r~ss. .
By imposing the import :fees by proclamation, the Adm1~1st!ation
sought to establish. , ~mce and for all, the .apros..<;-the-h.oard mc1dence
of the $2-per-ba.rrel import fee as t~e m11:J. or ele~ent m the tax proo-ram o:f discouraging demand for 011. "\V1th ~he import fee on crude
firmly established in· the market place, ~he 1mpo;~ fee on products
being altered through the so-called "entitlements , program ( established to reduce cost differentials CJ:'.Cated by price controls. and the
two-tier price system) and other i~npoi;t fee rebate~, o.r ad1ustment
being made to accommodate "special mrcumstances, it was _hope~
that the Congress would have no choice but to adopt .t~~ Presidents
approach, or alternatively, to a881;lme the responsibility for not
responding to the need for an effective energy pr~gram.
.
There is no doubt that to allow the President s proclamation _o:f
January 23, 1975, to stan~ pre-empt~ th~ choices that are otherwise
available to the Congress m developmg its own approach to energy
conservwtfon through the tax system.
. .
As indicated above, the President's e_ner_~ tax package is ~fla
tionary in its effect on energy cost for md1V1du~ls and/~r b~smess,
much more so than first estimated. Moreover, its negat1ye .impact
on the effective demand for other goods has been underestimated by
th~ Administ_ration, as reflected in .an unusual concensus among economists appearmg before the Committee <!n Ways and Means. ~terna
tives to the President's program are available ~~d mu:;t be considered,
given general inflationary effects of the admm1strat10n program. on
all energy costs. the secondary cost effects on products embodymg
energy, and the ..recessionary effect of reduced purchasing power the
program will have.
The criteria of the national security provision has not been adequately
met
The chronology of the national security investigation an~ finding
on which· the President based his proclamation has been detailed elsewhere in this report. The Committee is sympat~etic with the ~upport
ing statements that literally hundreds of hearmgs and stud;~ have
been conducted in recent years on our energy nc>,eds and t.he policies and
programs required to meet the energy chall~ge. Und~rst~ndably, there
was a great desire to avoid another lengthy ~nvestigation ~der the
national security provision. T~ere are a mynad of factors mvolved
that have been analyzed, studied, and reported upon. Not all, however, are relevant to the criteria of Section 232.

Paragraph ( c) of that section reads as follows:
( c) For the purposes o:f this section, the Secretary and the
President shall, in the light o:f the requirements of national
security and without excluding other relevant factors, give
consideration to domestic production needed for projected national defense requirements, the capacity of domestic industries to meet such requirements, existing and anticipated availabilities of the human resources, products, raw materials, and
other supplies and services essential to the national defense,
the requirements of growth o:f such industries and such supplies and services including the investment, exploration, and
development necessary to assure such growth, and the importation of goods in terms o:f their quantities, availabilities,
character, and use as those affect such industries and the capacitv of the United States to meet national security requirements. In the administration of this section, the Secretary
and the President shall :further recognize the close relation
of the economic welfare of the Nation to our national security,
and shall take into consideration the impact of foreign competition on the economic welfare of individual domestic industries; and any substantial unemployment, decrease in
revenues of government, loss of skills or investment, or other
serious effects resulting from the displacement of any domestic products by excessive imports shall be considered, without excluding other factors, in determining whether such
weakening of our internal economy may impair the national
security.
As can be seen, the major theme of the relevant factors to be considered by the Secretary of the Treasury and by the President is the
impact of imports on the ability of industries t-0 produce domestically
and to meet national defense requirements :from domestic production.
"While consideration is to be given to the close relation of the economic
welfare of the Nation to our national security, it is the capacity o:f
domestic industries in relation to national defense requirements that
is most closely related to the purposes of the section.
The rationale supporting the national security action on oil imports
in 1955 or in 1959 has chan~ed drastically over the years, with the oil
embargo and subsequent price increases presenting entirely new market conditions to domestic oil producers. No one is contending that
the domestic oil industry is being destroyed by cheap imports. Not
only has the rationale of encouraging domestic production in face of
low cost foreign oil changed, but the structure o:f the domestic oil
industry and the market it serves no longer relate to the type o:f reasoning which led to the oil quotas o:f 1959.
There can be rio doubt that it is in the national security interest to
reduce our reliance on foreign oil. There is doubt that the investigation
and report prepared at the direction o:f the Secretary of the Treasury
serves as an appropriate and adequate base :for the tremendously significant import adjustment program that has been proclaimed. In
view of the bi1lions in dollars o:f costs which will be borne by our producing industries and by every energy consumer, a 10-day investigation with no consultations with interested parties, hardly seems
appropriate.
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What is at issue here is whether the decisions that must be made
affecting energy costs throughout the economy are to be made in relation to criteria which have been carefully examined and written into
law, or whether those decisions are to be made in relation to criteria
decided by an administrator acting under an Executive order. Such
decision would be made without the benefit of legislative guidelines,
and indeed, without benefit of a publicly available rationale to guide
the daily decisions of the administrator as he decides equity as between
consumers and producers, producers and importers, and consumers
and consumers. The report and national security findings transmitted
to the President on January 14 provides little rationale to guide the
administration of the extremely complex import fee system proclaimed
by the President on .Tanuary 23, 1975.
A national security 'investigation was conducted between J anuary 4 and January 13, 1975, a report was prepared and a finding
reached based on that investigation, and on January 14, that report
and finding were transmitted to the President. The appropriateness of
the decisions and actions involved are subject to very serious question.
The procedures must be judged to be inadequate in light of the far
reaching implications of the Proclamation and in the absence of any
demonstration of the necessity to act so quickly and in such a maimer
as to pre-empt legislative alternatives.
· .
Previous ewpression (}f OongressiO'JUJl, corwern were ignored
There already has been increasing concern in the Congress with
respect to the actions of the President on imports of crude petroleum
and petroluem products under Section 232. In the Trade Act of 1974,
the Congress amended Section 232 to require that the Secretary of
the Treasury consult with the Secretary of Defense and other appropriate officials. Section 232 was further amended to provide for public
hearings or other opportunities for presentation of. information by
interested parties. These public procedures can be waived by the
Secretary of the Treasury. Clearly, however, in an Act in which
public hearings prior to Presidential actions were made standard operating procedure the Congressional intent is that public procedures are
to be followed unless some unusual circumstance makes such procedures "inappropriate."
In the almost 20 years during which the national security provision
has been in the trade law, Section 232 investigations have always
included public hearine:s or other means of affording interested parties
an opportunity for the presentation of views. Ironically, in view of
the very brief investigation preceeding the President's action on the
petroleum import fee of ,frmuary 23, 1975, Section 232 was also
amended to require that the Secretary of the Tre,asnry complete his
investigation and report his findings and recommendations to the
President within one year after the investigation is begun. This was
in response to Section 232 investigations being continued without final
disposition, literally for years.
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 conferred on the President certain powers to take action affecting imports once he determined that
the level of those imports threatened to impair the national security of

the .United States. In Apr~l 1973, by Executive Proclamation 4210 and
agam on January 21 of this year, the President has taken action based
on ~is claim of auth~wity under that Section, to adjust imports hy imposmg a charge, which he called a Jicense fee, on imported petroleum
and petroleum products.
. No conr~ has !1ad an opportunity to consider the reach of the delegation contamed m the Trade Expansion Act and this resolution does
not purport to do so now.
Th_ere is certainly grave doubt, at least, that a Court would uphold
a claim t!1at the Congress attempted to delegate virtually unlimited
power to impose fees, no matter what euphemism is selected to denominate them, as a means of restricting im_ports: In any event, however,
we understand the scope of that delegation will soon be determined in
a Court action.
The purpose o~ the Resolution, then, is not to expand or change
the authority wluch the Congress conferred on the President in· the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or in its amendments.
Nor doe~ the ~esolution ratif;r any prev~ous act~o:is by any Presi~ent ma.de m rehan~e on the National Security provisions of the Trade
E~pansion Act ~o m1po~e dollar fees on imports, no matter whether
tlns was done with or without public hearings and no matter whether
done by ~r?clamation or in any other way.
.In addition to the procedural amendments to Section 232 the Comm1~tee on Ways an~ Means has actively considered the President's
act10n on petroleum imports under Section 232 in connection with the
proposed Oil and Gas Energy Act of 1974.
. A~thongh R.R. 14.462 of the 93rd Congress did not become law,
Section 204 of that b1U would have amended Section 232 of the Trade
Expa.nsion Act t_o preseri_be eriteria for, and to limit the use of, restr1ct10ns on t~e unportat~10n of petroleum an~ products derived from
petroleum wlueh may be imposed by the President under Section 232.
T~us, ~h~ nature of the i:roposed action forcefully indicated the Com!luttee s mterests and views on these matters whieh, in effect. were
ignored by the Secretary of the Treasury in his Section 232 iil.vestigation and in the action taken by the President.
In view of the fact that the President has chosen to continue the
license :fee system as a part of the import fee proO'ram it is appropriate to consider the Committee's comment in R~use Report No. 931028 to accompany R.R. 14462, the Oil and Gas Energy Act of 1974.
That report stated in part :
. The Committee.has exa~ined the license fee system estab~1shed by the President on imports of petroleum in lieu of the
import quota system nnder which the President has "adjuste<_l" the vi;>l~ime .of petroleum imports under the national
se.cur·~t~ prons10n smce 1959. There is general agreement that
the 01l 1mport quota system had outlived its usefulness. Row~ver, the Com!11ittee fo~d~ that th~ ~xisti!1g license fee system
is not responsive to ex1stmg cond1t10ns 111 world markets insofar as crude oil imports are concerned. Further, insofar as
the license fee on petroleum products is concerned, the Com-
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mittee believes that the continued recognition of special
"•lt"f
' .importers should be ended and that if
_rig l s or certam.
license fees are to be imposed, their application should be uniform and nondiscriminatory.

*

*

*

*

*

Wi~h respect to petroleum (i.e., crude oil), section 204 of
t~e. bil~ would prohibit the imposition of any quantitative

hm1tat10:r;, duty, tax ?r fee except in any period for which

th~ President determmes that both the prevailing landed
pr~c~ of h~ported crude oil is equal to or less than the pre-

vailmg price of crude oil produced hi the United States and
that the goal of pro1!1oting national self-sufficiency would be
adversely afl'.ected without such imposition. This prohibition
wou~d effect1yely prohibit the imposition of restrictions on
the imp<?rtat10n of crude oil as long as domestic price controls w~1ch keep the average domestic price of crude below
that of imported crude are in effect.

*

*

*

*

*

By requiring that a second condition be met i.e. that without~ quant~tative limitation, duty, tax or fee, the ~al of promotmg nat~onal .self-sufficiency would be adversely affected,
your committee mtends that not only must the price of imported crude be equal to or less than the price of domestic
C~ll;de petroleum, but that the overall trends in market cond1tio~s are. such that .the goal of promoting national selfsufficrnncy itself reqmres some degree of import restraint
o~ cr~de I?etroleum..T~e .Committee, in formulating these
criteria, wished to mmimize market factors which serve to
add to consumer costs unnecessarily.

*

~evertheless,

*

*

*

*

in reviewhig the existing license fee system
on imports of ,Petr?leun_i products, your committee was concerned ~hat h1sto~1cal importers who had enjoyed import
quota rights prev10usly should not continue to reeeive ex~mptions and rights not available to other importers once the
i1!1f ort quota system had oeen abandoned. Therefore, the
bil reqmres that to the extent that a license fee system on
petroleum p~oducts (in excess of charges, if any, 'on crude
petro!eum) 1s necess.ary to off~et ~ost disadvantages of deyelopmg and. operatmg refineries m the United States, the
import restramt system should be applicable on a uniform
and nondiscriminatory basis.
*
*
*
*
*
In .order that th~ Congress. may play a more appropriate
role m petroleum import pohcy under the import program
proclaimed by the President under section 232 the bill provides for a Congressional disapproval procedure for any
action taken under section 232(b).
·

*

*

*

*

*

Aside from the Committee's concern as expressed in the report
on H.R. 14462, there are other questionable aspects of the import

17
fee system which are of fundamental interest to the Committee and
to the Congress.
Oontinued use of national security authority erodes legislative
responsibilities unde1• the Oonstitution
~he existing license fee system and the import fee system proclaimed January 23 establishes a separate taxing mechanism, defining
taxable units and categories of goods, determming equities among
taxpayers base;d on assu1!1~~ ~pecial circumstances, and ass.igning
revenue collection respons1bihties. The whole revenue and tariff system established by the President is outside the tariff and customs law
and the Internal Revenue Code, and none of the criteria and guidelines
for administering the system has been approved by the Congress.
Even at the low level of the license fees ( $0.21 per barrel of crude),
the future revenue was significant enough to cause the Committee last
year to drop the provisions of Section 204 of H.R. 14462, mentioned
above, from a tax bill it reported later in that session due to the
revenue loss it was estimated could result from the enactment of
statutory criteria on the imposition of import license fees on petroleum.
The long and continued use of such a broad authority as Section
232 in the exercise of basic legislative functions of raismg revenues
and regu!ating commerce erodes the authority of the Congress and
prevents 1t fr_om fully exercising its constitutional responsibilities.
By approvrnp: H.R. 1767, the House can take a step toward the
resumption of the appropriate exercise of responsibilities that are
reserved to the Congress by the Constitution.

E.

SUSPENSION OF AUTHORITY PLACED HEAVY RESpONSIBILITY ON THE
CONGRESS

Th~re can be no doubt that in suspending the President's national
sec~mty authority and negating his recent action under it with respect
t? ~mports of petroleum, the Congress is assuming a heavy responsi-

b1ht~ to propose and enact an energy legislation. It is possible that

a !eg:1slative.package of energy taxes cannot be developed and en.acted
the time frame of 90 days anticipated in H.R. 1767. Certainly
1t cannot ~e don!3 effec~ively if Congress must act under the leverage
of Exe~uhve action wh~ch increases basic energy costs through import
fees .with no opportumty for the Congress to choose more selective
cost .rncreases through the tax system. By its action of favorablv reportmg H._R: .1767, the Committee on Ways and 1\feans is accepting
its respons1b1hty to develop and report to the House as expeditiously
~s possible legislati?n on petroleum and petroleum products (both
1mp<?rts and domestically produced) that is responsive to our energy
requ~rement and coo_rdina!e~ with broad tax changes that are needed
to st1mul~te ec?nom1c activity and alleviate the inequities stemming
from the mflatwnary pressures of the :r,ast year and a half.
In order to carry out those responsibilities effectively, the Congress
must. enac;t H.R. 1767 and assume a full partnership with the President m this area of great concern.
For the reasons stated above, your committee stronO'ly recommends
e
enactement of H.R. 1767.
~1thm

*
45-826 0 - 75 - 3

*

*

*

*

•
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III. INCREASE IN THE TEMPORARY LIMIT ON
THE PUBLIC DEBT

The economic trends sketched above a.re reflected in a lower level of
budget receipts and a higher level of outlays in the fiscal year 1975 than
had been estimated earlier. This is indicated in table 2 which shows the
initial (January 1974) budget estimates of receipts and outlays for the
fiscal year 1975, the estimates presented to the committee by the administration on January 23, 1975, and two intervening estimates. The
pattern of falling receipts and rising outlays is consistent with the
economic trends cited above. Reflected in the latter estimates, for example, are higher outlays for unemployment insurance benefits and
social security benefit payments, items which are associated with increasing unemployment. At the same time, lower receipts resulting
from incrl.'Atsed unemployment, less income earned by those now empl<~yed only on a part-time basis, falling corporate profits, some switching from FIFO to LIFO accounting metJ1ods and an unusual level of
capital loss generated by a falling stock market.

A.

PRESENT

LAw

The combined permanent and temporary limitation on the public
debt is $495 billion effective through :March 31, 1975. This limitation
was approved by Congress and became law on June 30, 1974. The Secretary of the Treasury currently estimates that the ceiling will be
reached on February 18, 1975, if existing outlay and receipts patterns
continue unchanged.
B. CURRENT EcoNOMIC AND BUDGET OUTLOOK

The output of real goods and services-as measured by gross national product in constant prices-has been declining since the start
of 1974, but price increases have more than offset this decline with
the result that GNP in current prices has continued to increase. Table 1
shows that real GNP reached a peak annual rate of increase of 9.5
percent in the first quarter of 1973, had substantially lower rates of
increase the rest of that year, and has decreased each quarter since the
start of 1974. Further decreases in real GNP have been forecast
through the middle of 1975. During the past two years, prices (as
measured by the GNP deflator) have changed from a 5.5 percent
annual rate of increase in the first quarter of 1973 to a 13.7 percent rate
in the fourth quarter of 1974.
TABLE. 1-GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN CURRf.NT AND CONSTANT PRICES AND GNP IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR,
QUARTERLY, 1971-74
[Billions of dollars; seasonally adjusted annual rates!
Gross national product
Constant (1958) dollars

Current dollars

Year and quarter

Total

Percent
change
at
Oilier· annual
rate
ence

Total

Implicit price deflator

Percent
change
Total
at · (index:
1958=
Differ· annual
100)
rate
ence

Difference
(index:
1958=
100)

Petcent
change
at
annual
rate

TABLE 2.-ESTIMATES OF UNIFIED BUDGET TOTALS IN FISCAL YEARS 1974-76
[billions of dollars]
1975

Receipts_______________
Outlays________________
Defk:it_ __________

1974
actual

Budget
estimate

May
estimate

Nov. 26
estimatei

Current
estimate•

1976
Current
estimate 1

264. 9
268. 4
-3. 5

295. 0
304. 4
-9.4

294.0
305.4

293
302

279
313

293-300

348-350

~~~~~~--~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~-

-11.4

-9

-35

-•50

' Estimates include effects of proposed legislation.
; Approximately.

The latest budget estimates have experienced a rapid transformation as the economic decline accelerated. This is, for example, a change
from a $9 billion to a $35 billion budget deficit in a two-month perioa.
Part of the increased deficit for fiscal year 1975 is a net $5 billion
reduction in revenues resulting from the President's proposal for economic stimulation and energy conservation. The revenue effects of the
economic and energy tax proposals are summarized below in table 3.
TABLE 3.-EFFECT OF THE PRESIDENT'S TAX PROPOSALS ON BUDGET RECEIPTS

1971:
ht quarter__ ______ I, 027.8
2d quarter ________ 1, 047.3
3d quarter. _______ 1,061.3
4th quarter··------ 1, 083. 2
1972:
lstquarter ________ l, 115.0
2d quarter ________ I, 143.0
3dquarter ________ 1, 169.3
4th quarter._. _____ l, 204. 7
1973:
!st quarter. _______ 1, 248. 9
2d quarter _________ 1,277.9
3d quarter. _______ l, 308.9
4th quarter.____ ___ 1, 344. 0
1974:
Isl quarter__ ______ 1, 358. 8
2d quarter ________ 1, 383.8
3d quarter__. __ .. _ 1, 416. 3
4th quarter ________ l,428.0

+2.8
+6.5

139. 5
141.1
142.0
142. 7

+1.6
+1.6
+D.9
+o.7

+t7
+4.8
+2.6
+1.9

+11.8
+15. 7
+11.5
+16. l

+6.4
+s.4
+6.0
+8.3

144.6
145.3
146.5
148.0

+0.1

+1.9

+5..5
+1.9
+3.3
+4.l

832.8 ' +18.6
837.4
+4.6
840.8
+3.4
845.7
+4.9

+s.5
+2.2
+l.6
+2.3

150.0
152.6
155. 7
158.9

+2.0
+2.6
+3.1
+3.2

+s.5
+7.3

830.5
827.1
823.1
803. 7

-7.0

163.6
167. 3
172.1
177. 7

+4.7
+3.7
+4.8
+5.6

+12.3
+9.3
+11.9
+13.7

+36.0
+19.5
+14.0
+21.9

+15.3
+7.8
+5.5
+8.5

736.9
742.1
747.2
759.1

+17.6
+5.2
+5.1
+11.9

+10.1
+u

+31.8
+28.0
+26.3
+35.4

+12.2
+10.s
+9.5
+12. 7

770•.9
786.6
798.l
814.2

+44.2
+29.0
+31.0
+35. l

+15.5
+u
+10.1
+11.2

+14.8
+25.0
+32.5
+n.1

+4.5
+7.6
+9.7
+a.3

-15.2
-3.4
-4.0
-19.4

-1.6

-1.9
-9.1

+1.2
+1.5

+s-3
+s.6

Also, during the past year and a quarter, the unemployment rate has
increased from a low point of 4.6 percent in October 1973, to a high 7.1
percent in December 1974. The unemployme.nt level is expected to
reach and probably exceed 8.0 percent by the middle of 1975.

[Fiscal years; in billions of dollars]
1975
Estimate excluding proposals ••• -------·-··--------------- .. ____ •••• --·--------·-Tax cuts
to stimulate
the economY---·--------------------------------------·Individuals
__ .. _______
.... __ • _________ . ________ -----_ ... _________ • ____ ._
Business _____ •• ___ .. __ .. ________________ • ___ .. ________ •• ___ . ___ .. --·--Energy taxes_. ___________ .. ________________ • _______ ------ _____ .____________
Excise taxes and import fees ____ -----·_···--- ___ -----------.----· __ .. ____

284

-6. 9)
l
(-4.
(-1. 2)

4. 3
(4. 3)

t-..--i~n;

Ener~*i;~i!E~~~~r:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

-5.0
279

1976
303-306

-10.2

~=~J~
35.3

(19. 0)
(16. 3)
-31.5

(-24.9)
(-6. 6)

-6.4
297-300

Receipts and outlays by type of funds are presented in table 4. This
table indicates that m the fiscal year 1975, the $35 billion deficit in
Federal funds consists of an $8 billion surplus in the trust funds and
a $43 billion deficit in the Federal funds. The latt.er deficit is the

I

I

'
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interest costs of one-half percent eould be

eignificant one for consideration of the debt limit because it describes
the total o:f new debt obligations that must be issued. The tn1st :fund
surplus is also iim~sted in the debt repre<:ented by the $43 billion Federal funds deficit. The trust fund surplus invested in Federal funds
debt differs from other Federal obligations because these funds are
not raised in competition with other borrowers in the money market.

in this ·way. This step

agencies w1thm the pubhc debt hnut, and to the extent o:f $2 billion
accounts :for more than $12 billion of debt in excess of the Federal
funds deficit. However, a.n offset of ,~his. ai_nou~1t is expected to devel<;>p
oecans1J the Treasury belrnves that $2 b1lhon m tax rebate cheeks will
not be ca.shed by .June 30, 1975, even though issued. (This assumes that
the Pres1dent~s tax rC'batc proposal wi11 be C'nacted without change.)

TABLE 4.-BUOGET TOTALS BY FUND GROUP

[Fiscal years; in billions of dollars!

TABLE 5.-ESTIMATES OF PUBLIC DEBT SUBJECT TO LIMITATION, MONTHLY FROM JANUARY 1975 THROUGH
JUNE 1976

1974
actual
Receipts:
Federal funds ________ . ______ . __________ .. _________________ .. __
Trust funds_ .... ___________________ ._ .. _____________ .. ____ .____
Intertund transactions. ____ .. _. ________ • _______________ .. _______

~aved

howe,~er, rla~es thC' $1..J.. billion ?f -debt issues attributable to the~

181. 2
104. 8
-21. 1

Current estimate

l Billions of dollars]

1975
186
119
-26

Operating
cash
balance

198-200
126-127
-28

Public debt
subject to
lim1talion

With usual
$3 billion
margin for
contingencies

~~~~~-~~~

TotaL .. _____ .. ________________ ..• _____ .... ______ .. __ , ___ __ _

264. 9

279

297-300

====================~

Outla/:Jeral funds.. __________ ------------------------ ____ ---- __ ---

198. 7
90. 8
-21. 1

Trust funds .. ______________ ------- _________ .. ________ ._______
I ntertund transactions .. ____ • ______ .. ____ .. ____ ... __________ • ___ .•

229
110
-26

253-255
123-124
-28

~~~~~~~~~~~~-

TotaL .. ______ ... _________ . ---- _.. ________ ---- _. ____ .. ___ • __
Surplus or deficit(-):
Federal funds__ _______________________________________ ._______
Trust funds .... _______________________________________ _____ .. __

268. 4

313

==========
-17. 5
14. 0

-43
8

1

-55
5

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Total. ____ -- -. - _____________ -- • __ __ ___ ____ __ __ ___ __ ______ __

-3. 5

-35

1

-50

Approximately.
Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
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C.

AnMINISTRATIOX PROPOSAI,

The administration requested an increase in the combined permanent
and temporary debt limitation to $604 billion through June 30, 1976.
In pres1mting its estimate of its needs for debt financing, the administration pointed out that a $531 billion ceiling would be adequate for
t~e _remai~der of fiscal year 1!)75. The projection o:f its probable debt
hm1t reqmrements on a monthly basis through June 30, 1976, is presented in table 5. Included in these estimates are a $6 billion cash
balance and a $3 billion allowance for contingencies which are the
usual figures used :for estimates of this type.
A reconciliation of the $5in billion debt expected to be outstanding
on .June 30, rn75, with the change in the debt since the end of the fiscal
year 1974 is shown in table 6. As indicated in this table, the outstanding debt at the end o:f the fiscal year rn74 was $"!:76 billion and at that
time there was an actual ca"h balance of $1> billion. The $531 billion
represents a net increase requested throu~h fiscal year 1975 of $55
billion. 1 The Federal funds deficit of $43 billion accounts for a11 but
$12 billion of this increim~(l debt. The remaining debt represents the
financing of various Federal agency credit activities through the Federal Financing Hanle The administrntion decided to do this be~ause
1 The $9 billion actual cash balance at the end of 1974 is e<Jual to the allowance of :!'6
billion for cash balance and $3 bi!Uon for contingencies which are included In the $531
bllllon total for June 30, 1975.

I
\

9.2
6.5
5.4
8. 7
2.2
3.1
5.9

476. 0 -------------475. 6 -------------482.1 --------------

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

495. 0 -- -- ---- -- -. -502.0
505
507.0
510
510.0
513
522.0
524
528. 0
531

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

532.0
538.0
544.0
551.0
558. 0
567.0

535
541
547
554
561
570

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

571.0
577.0
583.0
584.0
596.0
601.0
596.0

574
600
586
587
599
604

481. 7 --------------

480. 5 -------------485.7 -------------493. 0 --------------

599

Based on estimated budget receipts of $279 billion, outlays of $314 billion and deficit of $35 billion
• ~ased on ~timated budget receipts of $297 billion-300 billion, outlays ~f $348 billion-350 blllio~ and
deficit of approximately $50 billion.
1

TABLE

6.-Summary reconciliation of debt limit need in fiscal year 1915 u,'ith
budget and off-budget activity
(In b1llions of dollars)

Debt subject to limit June 30, 1974------------------------------------ $476
Adjusted to $6 cash balance_______________________________________
473
Plus: J!'ed funds deficit, fiscal year 1975------------------------------43
Off-budget agency spending financed by Treasury_________________
14
Allowance for contingencies------------------------------------3
Less: Increase in checks outstanding (assumed fiow of tax rebate checks
issued but not yet cashed)-----------------------------------2
Equals debt subject to limit .June 30, 1975-----------------------------581

l I

D.

BASIS FOR COMMITTEE ACTION

The committee believed that there were too many unknown factors
to justify providing a debt limit not only for the remainder of this
fiscal year but for the next fiscal year as well. For example, while it
is known that a majority of economists believe that the recession will
end in the middle of 1975, there is no single consensus about how fast
the rate of recovery will be. Nor is there any ublic information ex·
plaining the administration's
for 1
ith or without inclusion of the President's spending, tax and energy recommendations.
Moreover, neither your committee nor the House. has made any decisions as to whether or not it will follow the President's proposals con·
cerned with the current recession or the shortage of energy resom·ces.
Even if it should decide to follow the general principles of the Presi·
dent's proposals, differences in revenue consequences are like.ly to be
significant.
Outlays for the fiscal year 1976 also may differ significantly from
the administration's estimates. Outlays for 1976 are estimated to
by about $35 billion (see table 7). The estimates include an $8 billion
increase in military and military
funds that will first require
congressional action. Social security benefit payments, various retirement programs, Federal military and civilian pay and coal miner
benefits are shown to increase in 1976 by $11.7 billion, if Congress consents to limit the annual cost of living adjustments to 5 percent. If
Congress does not c-0ncur and does not pass the legislation that is
needed to implement this part of the President's requests, outlays will
rise in 1976 by $17.7 hillion-$6.1 billion more than in the budget.
Similarly, $61h bil1ion is shown as expenditures in the form of grants
to State and local governments, per capita rebates to individuals and
higher energy outliys by the Federal Government that will be the
result of the President's energy tax proposals which are part of the
p
am that CongresS hns
to evaluate. There are, in
n,
billion other cuts, def
rescissions which require
congressional concurrence before they may become effective. These
budget cuts which require legislation total $17 billion.
·
TABLE

8.-Adminfstration estimates of major clurnges in outlays, between. fisooZ
years 1975 to 1976
(In bUU01111 of d0Jiar11)

It1.crl!laiie,
1976 to 1976

DOD-Military and military assistance-------------------------------Social security trust funds-------------------------------------------Allowance for
tax equalization payments________________________

8
7%
6%

~~~

~

Interest
Special ------------------------------------------------------------Other
Total

----------------------------------------------(approximately)_________________________________________

3

l

5
35

As a result of this examination, the committee decided that it could
make no reasonable decision with respC'ct to public debt needs for the
fiscal year 1976. In examining the public debt limit for the remainder
of fiscal year 19'75, the committee was aware that the receipts and

outlays estimates also are subject b> a number of uncertainties but of
much !ess magnitude than for next year. In many respects expe~diture
comm1tme:its and pa~terns ~ave been well enough established that they
cannot. easily be revised this fiscal year. Here, doubts basically exist
only with respect to new programs. As a result, the committee decided
to allow the administration the debt limit it requested for the fiscal
year 19'75. Therefore, the committee recommends that the public debt
limit be increased to $531 biHion through ,June 30, 1975.

E.

FEDERAL FL'l'ANCING BANK

In the course of the committee's hearings, it was informed that about
$14 billion of the debt limit increase is needed to cover that amount
o~ Fed~ral agency financin~ ?f cr~dit programs through the Federal
Fmancmg Bank. The adm1mstration stated that this
ves onehalf percentage point in the rate of interest paid or abo $70 million
eil;ch ye~r. By issuin~ the $14 billion as J?Ubl~c obligations of th.e Federal
Fmancmg Bank which are general obligations of the Federal Government, the Bank will use up $14 billion of the debt limitation. Should
general statutory debt authority 1n this amount not be available. it
would be necessary to finance part of this
ncy debt in a more expen. The committee is anxious that ·
ditional cost not be
incur
According1y2 the committee has
the Secretary of
the Treasury to submit a mo
to
committee that will
state the extent to which the
Financ'
Bank has used the
authority t-0 issue general obligations of the .S. Government that
fall under the public debt limit.
IV. APPENDIX
TABLE

I.-Debt limitation under 8ec. 21 of the Second Liberty Bond Act a8
amendcdr--History of legislation

Sept. 24, 1917 :
40 Stat. 288, sec. 1, authorized bonds in the amount of___ 1 $7, 538, 945, 400
40 Stat. 290, sec. 5, authorized certificates of indebted~ 4, 000, 000, ooo
ness outstanding revolving authority_________________
Apr. 4, 1918:
1 12, 000, 000, ooo
40 Stat. 502, amending sec. 1, increased bond authority to40 Stat. 1)()4, amending se~. 5, increased authority for certificates outstanding tO-----------------------------•8, 000, 000, 000
July 9, 1H18: 40 Stat. 844, amending sec. 1, increased bond
authority to-------------------------------------------- :1 20, ooo, ooo. ooo
Mar. 3, 1919:
40 Stat. 13, amending sec. 5, increased authority for
certificates outstanding to___________________________ • $10, 000, ooo, ooo
40 Stat. 1309, new sec. 18 added, authorizing notes in the
amount oL------------------------------------1 7, ooo, 000, 000
Nov. 23, 1921: 42 Stat. 321, amending sec. 18, increased n~t~
authority outstanding (establlshed revolving authority) to• 7, 500, 000, ooo
Ju.ne 17, 1929: 46 Stat. 19, amending sec. 5, authorized bills
m lien of certificates of indebtedness; no change in limita• 10, 000, 000, 000
tion for the outstanding____________________________ __
Mar. 3, 1931 : 46 Stat. 1506, amending sec. 1, increased bond
authority
12s, ooo, ooo, ooo
Jan. 00, 1934: 49 Stat. 343, amending sec. 18, increased authority for notes outstanding to_________________________ • 10, 000, 000, ooo
See footnotes at end of table.

24
Feb. 4, 1935 :
49 Stat. 20, amending sec. 1, limited bonds outstanding
(establishing revolving authority) to________________
49 Stat. 21, new sec. 21 added, consolidating authority
for certificates and bills (sec. 5) and authority for
notes (sec.18) ; same aggregate amount outstanding___
49 Stat. 21, new sec. 22 added authorizing U.S. savings
bonds within authority of sec. 1.
May 26, 1938; 52 Stat. 447, amending secs. 1 and 21, consolidating in sec. 21 authority for bonds, certificates of
indebtedness, Treasury bills, and notes (outstanding bonds
limited to $30,000,000,000) . Same aggregate total outstanding ---------------------------------------------July 20, 1939: 53 Stat. 1071, amending sec. 21, removed limitation on bonds without changing total authorized outstanding of bonds, certificates of indebtedness, bills, and
notes-------------------------------------------------June 25, 1940: 54 Stat. 526, amending sec. 21, adding new
paragraph:
"(b) In addition to the amount authorized by the preceding paragraph of this section, any obligations authorized by secs. 5 and 18 of this Act, as amended, not to
exceed in the aggregate $4,000,000,000 outstanding at
any one time, less any retirements made from the special
fund made available under sec. 301 of the Revenue Act
of 1940, may be issued under said sections to provide
the Treasury with funds to meet any expenditures made,
after June 30, 1940, for the national defense, or to reimburse the general fund of the Treasury therefor. Any
such obligations so issued shall be designated 'National
Defense Series'"------------------------------------Feb. 19, 1941: 55 Stat. 7, amending sec. 21, limiting face
amount of obligations issued under authority of act outstanding at any one time to---------------------------Eliminated separate authority for $4,000,000,000 of
national defense series obligations.
Mar. 28, 1942 : 56 Stat. 189, amending sec. 21, increased
limitation to------------------------------------------Apr. 11, 1943: 57 Stat. 63 amending sec. 21, increased limitation to------~---------------------------------------June 9, 1944: 58 Stat. 272, amending sec. 21, increased limitation to----------------------------------------------Apr. 3, 1945: 59 Stat. 47, amending sec. 21 to read : "The
face amount of obligations issued under authority of this
act, and the face amount of obligations guaranteed as to
principal and interest by the United States (except such
guaranteed obligations as may be held by the Secretary
of the Treasury), shall not exceed in the aggregate $300,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time"---------------.June 26. 1946: 60 Stat. 316, amending sec. 21, adding: "The
current redemption value of any obli1mtion issued on a
discount basis which is redeemable prior to maturity at
the option of the holder thereof, shall he considered, for
the purposes of this section, to he the face amount of such
obligation," and decreasing limitation to________________
Aug. 28. 1954: 68 Stat. 895, amending sec. 21, effective
Aug. 28, 1954, and ending .June 30. 1955, temporarily increasing ]imitation by $6.000,000.000 to__________________
June 30. 19fifi: 69 Stat. 241. amending Aug. 28, 1954, act by
extending until June 30. 19fi6, increase in limitation to____
.July 9. 1!Y.l6; 70 Stat. 519. amending act of Aug. 28. 1004,
temporarily increasing limitation by $3,000.000.000 for
period. beginning July 1. 19fi6, and ending .June 30, l9fi7, to__
Effective July l, 19fi7. temporary increase terminates
and limitation revertfl, under act of .June 26, 1956, to___
See footnotes at end of table.

• $25, 000, 000, 000
• 20, 000, 000, 000

• 45, 000, 000, 000

•45,000,000,000

2

49, 000, 000, 000

'65, 000, 000, 000

s 125, 000, 000, 000

•210,000,000,000
"260,000,000,000

• 300, 000, 000, 000

• 275, 000, 000. 000
• 281, 000, 000, 000
• 281, 000, 000, 000
• 278, 000, 000, 000
• 275, 000, 000, 000

Feb. 26, 1958 : 72 Stat. 27, amending sec. 21, effective Feb. 26,
1958, and ending June 30, 1959, temporarily increasing
limitation by $5,000,000,000 _____________________________ • $280, 000, 000, 000
Sept. 2, 1958: 72 Stat. 1758, amending sec. 21, increasing
limitation to $283,000,000,000, which, with temporary increase of Feb. 26, 1958, makes limitation _________________ . • 288, 000, 000, 000
June 30, 1959: 73 Stat. 156, amending sec. 21, effective June 30,
1959, increasing limitation to $285,000,000,000, which, with
temporary increase of Feb. 26, 1958, makes limitation on
2
June 30, 1959----------------------------------------290,000,000,000
Amending sec. 21, temporarily increasing limitation by
$10,000,000,000 for period beginning July 1, 1959, and
ending June 30, 1960, which makes limitation beginning
July 1, 1959---------------------------------------- "295,000,000,000
June 30, 1960: 74 Stat. 290, amending sec. 21 for period beginning on July 1, 1960, and ending June 30, 1961, J;emporarily
increasing limitation by $8,000,000,000__________________ • 293, 000, 000, 000
June 30, 1961: 75 Stat. 148, amending sec. 21, for period
beginning on July 1, 1961, and ending June 30, 1962,
temporarily increasing limitation by $13,000,000,000 to___ • 298, 000, 000, 000
Mar. 13, 1962 : 76 Stat. 23, amending sec. 21, for period
beginning on Mar. 13, 1962, and ending June 30, 1962, temporarlly further increasing limitation by $2,000,000,000__ • 300, 000, 000, 000
July 1, 1962: 76 Stat. 124 as amended by 77 Stat. 50, amending sec. 21, for period1. Beginning July 1, 1962, and ending Mar. 31, 1953___ • 308, 000, 000, 000
2. Beginning Apr. 1, 1963, and ending June 24, 1963___ • 305, 000, 000, 000
3. Beginning June 25, 1963, and ending June 30, 196~L-- • 300, 000, 000, 000
May 29, 1963 : 77 Stat. 50, amending sec. 21, for period1. Beginning May 29, 1963, and ending June 30, 1963___ • 307, 000, 000, 000
2. Beginning July 1, 1963, and ending Aug. 31, 1963___ • 309, 000, 000, 000
Aug. 27, 1963 : 77 Stat. 131, amending sec. 21, for the period
beginning on Sept. 1, 1963, and ending on Nov. 30, 1963___ • 309, 000, 000, 000
Nov. 26, 1963: 77 Stat. 342, amending sec. 21 for the perio!l1. Beginning on Dec. 1, 1963, and ending June 29, 1964__ • 315, 000, 000, 000
2. On .June 30, 1964---------------------------------- • 309, 000, 000, 000
June 29, 1964: 78 Stat. 225, amending sec. 21, for the period
beginning June 29, 1964, and ending June 30, 1965, temporarily increasing the debt limit to_____________________ • 324, 000, 000, 000
June 24, 1965: 79 Stat. 172, amending sec. 21 for the period
beginning July 1, 1965, and
on June 30, 1966, temporarily increasing the debt limit
• 328, 000, 000, 000
June 24, 1966 : SO Stat. 221, amending sec. 21, for the period
beginning July 1, 1966, and ending on June 30, 1967, temporarily increasing the debt limit to_____________________ • 330, 000, 000, 000
Mar. 2, 1967 : 81 Stat. 4, amending sec. 21, for the period
beginning Mar. 2, 1967, and ending on June 30, 1967, temporarily increasing the debt limit tO--------------------- • 386, 000, 000, 000
June 30, 1967: 81 Stat. 991. Amending sec. 21, effective June 30, 1967, increasing
limitation tO------------------------------------ •358, 000, 000, ()()()
2. Temporarily increasing the debt limit by $7,000,000,000 for the period from July 1 to June 29 of each
year, to make the limit for such period____________ 2 365, 000, 000, 000
Apr. 7, 1969: 83 Stat. 71. Amending sec. 21, effective Apr. 7, 1969, increasing
debt limitation to-------------------------------- 2 365, 000, 000, 000
2. Temporarily increasing the debt limit by $12,000,000,000 for the period from Apr. 7, 1969 through
June 30, 1970, to make the limit for such period___ • 377, 000, 000, 000
June 30, 1970: 84 Stat. 3681. Amendin~ ~ec. 21, effective July 1, 1970, increasing
debt limitation to_______________________________ • 380, ooo, 000, 000
2. Temporarily increasing the debt limit by $15 000 000,000 for the period from July l, 1970, thr~ugh
June 30, 1971, to make the limit for such period____ • 395, 000, 000, 000

----See footnotes at end of table.
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which is redeemable prior to maturity at the option of the holder thereof shall be considered, for the purposes of this section, to be the face
amount of such obligation.

provisions of H.R. 1767, nor have any oversight findings or recommendations been made by the Ccmmittee on Government Operations
with respect to the subject matter contained in H.R. 1767.
In compliance with clause 2 (1) ( 4) of Rule XI, the Committee
states that the provisions with respect to the President's action under
Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 are not expected
in and of themselves to have an inflationary impact on prices and
in costs in the operations of the national economy. The debt limitation
change of itself is not expected to have an inflationary impact on prices
and in costs in the operation of the national economy, It is expected,
however, to decrease interest costs through the funding of agency debt
through the Federal Financing Bank in the Treasury Department.

Act of June 30, 1974
AN ACT To provide for a temporary increase in the public debt limit

Be it enacted by the Senate and HOU8e of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembkd, [That during the
period beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act and ending
on March 31, 1975, the public debt limit set forth in the first sentence
of section 21 of the Second Liberty Bond Act (31 U.S.C. 757b) shall
be temporarily increased by $95,000,000,000.]
SEc. 2. Effective on the date of the enactment of this Act, the first
section of the Act of December 3, 1973, providing for a temporary
increase in the public debt limit for a period ending June 30, 1974
(Public Law 93-173), is hereby repealed.
VII. OTHER MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE DISCUSSED
UNDER HOUSE RULES
In compliance with clauses 2(1) (3) and 2(1) (4) of Rule XI of the
Rules of the House of Representatives, the following statements are
made.
With regard to subdivision (A) of Clause 3, the Committee advises
that its oversight findings led it to the conclusion that the procedures
relative to, and the Proclamation issued by the President on ,January 23, 1975, respecting imports of petroleum and petroleum products
under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 were inappropriate, and that the Proclamation unnecessarily interferes with the
ability of the Committee on Ways and Means and the ability of .the
Congress to consider adequately and to legislate effectively on measures
respecting tariffs and taxes to be levied on petroleum and petroleum
products. It, therefore, is .recommended that such Proclamation be
terminated and that any further action by the President under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 on petroleum and petroleum products be suspended for a period of 90 days beginning with
the date of enactment of H.R. 1767.
The Committee's oversight findings led it to the conclusion that
an increase in the public debt limitation was required as to February 18, 1975, and occasioned the consideration of the Committee
amendment.
In compliance with subdivision (B) of Clause 3 the Committee
states that the change made with respect to the President's action
under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and the change
made in the budget limitation provide no new budget authority or
new or increased tax expenditures.
·
With respect to subdivisions (C) and (D) of Clause 3, the Committee advises that no estimate or comparison has been prepared by
the Director of the Congressional Budget Office relative to any of the
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VIII. INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF MR. ROSTENKOWSKI
EIGHTH DISTRICT Oif ILLINOIS
As an original sponsor of this legislation, it is with some reluctance
that I now find it necessary to take exception with my c-0lleagues on
raised in reporting it to the full House of Repre·
some of the
sentative.s for consideration.
In cosponsoring H.R. 1767, I felt that the President's plan to it:·
crease import fees on c~de oil 'Y<?uld ~mpose treme:idous .eco!1om1c
hardships on many American fam1hes without producmg a significant
decrease in the level of crude oil imports. The increased fee would
not create the economic disincentive nece~ary to force most con·
sumers to
their present purchasing habits. Probably, the only
product whose
would
by the level necessary to force
consumers
k for a less expensive alternative would be home
heating oil that is distilled from foreign crude. But, as has been
consistently pointed out .by my c<?ll
:froi~ Ne-y England, there
is presently no alternative to this
heatmg 011 for those consumers who must rely on imported supplies.
My support· for R.R. 1767 was based on the premise that if the
O'Overnment wants to impose economic disincentives to discourage the
~se of petroleum in general, and imported petroleum in particula_r,
this must be done in a way that will force consumers to alter their
spending patterns on products for which the. demand is somewhat
flexible. I felt that the President's increased import fee was not the
economic incentive that would accomplish this. Rather, it is necessary
to take steps to directly c:irtail !·he u~ <?f gasoline, the o:ie oil-bas~d
product in this country m which s1gmficant consumption curtailment can be achieved without massive economic disruption. This can
only be accomplished through the use of strong disincentives-dis·
incentives that do precisely that- encourage people not to use the
product.
While I personally favor a stron1:1; economic di~incentive, perhaps
a steep fuel tax with an annual rebate to all dnvers (equal to the
tax paid on the first 10,000 miles driven), I could support any alternative that would effectively eliminate wasteful gasoline consumption and, as a result, decrease 'the need
crude oil imports.
Durin~ the consideration of H.R. 1'767 before the Committee h?wever, very little time was devoted to the discussion of the effectiveness of the President's proposed energy program. Rather, almost all
attention was focused on the President's "orchestrated" compliance
with the requirements of Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act, as
amended, and the resulting use of this Exe.,cutive power as a lever to
force Congress to act on the rest of the Administration's program.
There is little doubt in my mind that a concerted effort was made
within the .Administration 'to document the justification necessary to
exercise this Presidential power under the Trade Expansion .Act. But
(30)
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it must be remembered that while individual ¥embers of Cong:ess
might not have found that the present level of imports was su~c1ent
to "threaten to impair the national security", that is not what is re·
quired under the law.
.
Under Section 232, as amended, the Secretary of
Treasury_ 1s
required to make an investigation, during w~ich he shall consul~ ':'Ith
the Secretary of Defense and other appropriate officers the Umted
States. While public hearings are reco~m~nded, theY. can be and
were waived in the present case. After reviewmg the testimony of Secretary Simon, I have no doubt that his office did all that was necessary
to comply with the requirements of the law.
.
.
While.the law is clear in what it requires in the form of an mvestI·
· n, it leaves to the Administra ·
the discretion to make what it
to be the appropriate decision ter evaluating
results o:f a
Section 232 investigation. As a result, the .Administration's careful
adherence to these procedures, forces me to differ with those of my
es on the Committee who feel that. the President's action
vi
the la
age of the Trade Expansion Act as amended by the
Trade Act of
.
A second point that was overly stressed during our deliberations was
the sentiment expressed by many on the Committee that the President
>vas using
authority to increase import fees as an unfair lever on
the Congress. While the fee undoubtedly was being used to apply
pressure, I cannot agree that the President's use of this was either
illegal or unfair. In fact, I cannot think of any instance in recent
history where any President has not used every legal means at his
dis osal to encourage the Congress to assist him in the development
of
programs.
President's imposition of an import fee to force Congr<l.Ss1on:ar
consideration of the remainder of his economic-energy pa
o
more unfair than. Congres.sional use
debt-ceiling to
the
President to accept a Congressional proposal to which he is opposedin this case, a suspension of his power to impose fees. In my ten years
on the 1Vays and Means Committee, I have traditionally opposed the
debt ceiling in this maimer, as an unjustified parliamentary
use of
maneuver designed to avoid the direct consideration of . ....,,.,. .,,. ........,,.,
that would be better considered on its own merits. For this reason, I
opposed in Committee the amendment which attached the debt celling
increase to II.R. 1767.
In conclusion1 I believe that if we in the Congress are going to
oppose the President's program at this most critical time, we should
oppose it only if we are able to substitute a positive program of our
own. 1V:e should not spend hours searching for a mere technicality to
bloc~ ~~s 11:ction, _or days con:iplaii~ing how unfah: it is for him to take
the imtlative~ usmg every discretionary tool available to him.
As the Ho~1se of Representatves debates H.R. 1767, I hope that. my
colleagu~s
evaluate !lot onl:y the short-term effect of suspending
the Presidents power to impose import fees, but also that they will remember that such a rejection of his program commits us to offerin(l'
a concrete alternative and to offering it within 90 days. We have to~
long argued just issues, it is time for us to act.

w1p
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IX. MINORITY VIEWS
We oppose this legislation, for a number of reasons which will be
detailed in these views, and urged that it be defeated.
H.R. 1767, as amended, would do two things: First, it would prohibit, for a 90-day period, the President from boosting import fees
on crude oil, scheduled to begin February 1, 1975. Second, it would
increase the temporary debt ceiling by $36 billion through June 30 of
this year.
MERGER OF THE DEBT LIMIT BILL WITH THE BILL TO DELAY PETROLEUM
IMPORT FEES

i

II
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The combining of these two totally unrelated measures in a single
legislative package is an irresponsible and unprecedented move by the
Committee and leads inescapably to the conclusion that the Democratic Majority on the Ways and Means Committee is playing politics
with the economic and energy problems of our country. Responsible
action to thwart this attempt is essential and we urge our colleagues
to rejoot the ploy.
On January 15th the President announced to the country his comprehensive program for dealing with out economic and energy problems. This program included a series of actions he indicated he would
take under authority granted him by existing law as well as requests
for enactment by the Congress of several proposals to curb the use of
fuel and combat recession.
Since the announcement of the President's economic and energy
proposals, there has been much debate over his intention to raise import fees on crude oil and the wisdom of that course of action. The
President has maintained that the import fee increase is an integral
part of his program to insure needed energy conservation, and we are
reluctant to take away his authority in this respect, in the absence of
any viable alternative. The. Democratic Majority in the Congress has
not come forward with another reasonable course of action and at this
point we wonder just what their plans really are.
On January 23rd, Treasury Secretary William Simon, on behalf of
the Administration, formally requested the Congress to increase the
Federal debt ceiling. In testimony before the Committee, the Secretary
pointed out that the government would exceed the existing limit on
February 18, 1975.
For years, the Committee on "\Vays and Means has fought attempts
to attach unrelated amendments to debt ceiling legislation. It has long
felt it was unfair and unproductive to "put the gun at the President's
head" by so doing. Yet, after years of responsible action, the current
Committee has, in one day, voted to abandon its sound and time-honored principle. We deplore this recklessness and refuse to be a part of
(33)
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it. There is sufficient time for separate consideration of th~ ~ebt ceiling
increase and H.R. 1767 as originally introduced, and tlns is the only
sensible thing to do.

necessary/to adjust imports ... " (Emphasis added.) And in explaining
the amendment during floor debate, Senator Millikin of Colorado,
who was one of the authors, pointed out: "It grants to the President
authority to take whatever action he deems necessary to adjust im·
ports ... He may use tariffs, quotas, import taxes, or other methods of
import restrictions."
Under section 232, the head of any department or agency, or any
interested party, may request an investigation to determine if the
imports of an article are a threat to national security. Over the years,
many requests have been filed, and numerous investigations have been
made. But Presidential action has been taken with respect to only one
article-oil.
In March of 1959, after a 36-day investigation, President Eisenhower issued Proclamation No. 3279, establishing an oil imports control program. For many years thereafter, quotas were used as a means
of control. But circumstances cha
, and two years ago a system
of variable license fees was establ
d, with the import fee on crude
petroleum placed at 63 cents a barrel. Under the new system, the levy
on crude would go up $1 per barrel February 1.
It is significant that the Congress did not seek to remove the President's section 232 authority to impose quotas or to switch to a license
fee system. In fact, the oil imports control program has been continued for 15 years, under five Chief Executives, using both quotas
and license fees, without a single challenge to the authority employed-until now.
During this time, the oil import situation has been monitored, as
envisioned by the original statute; Proclamation 3279 has been
amended at least 26 times, and our major trade laws have been altered
on a number of occasions. Most recently, during deliberations on the
Trade Act of 1974, section 232 itself was reviewed and changed in
several respects, yet the language relating to Presidential action following a national security investigation, survived intact.
As the Attorney General pointed out in a letter to the Secretary of
the Treasury, which appears in an appendix to these views: "The
force of Congressional acquiescence in this practice is particularly
strong since Congress has, during that period, twice amended the
very provision in question-the last time only a month ago."
As amended by section 127 of the Trade Act of 1974, the Secretary
of the Treasury is charged with conducting the investigation to determine whether imports of an article are threatening national securit:f. The full report of the inyestigation conducted by the Se-eretary 1s also appended to these views. That material leaves no doubt
that the investigation conducted followed both the spirit and the letter
of the law.

PETROLEUM IMPORTS AS A THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY

The energy problem touches in some way the life of :rirtually every
American. Higher prices, the still-fresh ~emory of an 011 emba;go and
long lines at gasoline pumps, J?lus a gna.wmg awarene~s of our i~creas
ing reliance on uncertain foreign supplies, have combmed to bring the
issue home throughout the land. And the call for concerted national
action to deal with the worsening problem has been loud and clear.
As the President said so succinctly, we ha".e dwadled long enough.
It is time to move, and eaeh day of delay drams our strength and our
capacity to act effectively.
.
.
.
In the space of one year, we have. watched imported 011 prices quadruple while our dependence on foreign sources has grown to almost 40
percent of our current demand. The embargo of a year ago shu~ off
more than 2.2 million barrels of oil shipments a day and resulted ma
lost gross national product of up to $~0 billion; today, if we. were to
be faced with an interruption of supplies from OPEC countries only,
we could lose 4.35 million barrels per day ( abou~ a 9uarter of ct~rr~nt
consumption), with .the se~·erity of. the econo~1c impact. multiplied
accordingly. Even with no mterrupt10n, the Umted States m calendar
year 1974 had the second worst balance of pa;y:ments deficit in it~ ~is
tory ($3.065 billion), as the cost of imported 011 rose from .$7.8 b1lhon
in i973 to $24.6 billion in 1974. The oil payments outflow is now running at over $2 billion monthly.
. .
.
These problems, to which the President's program 1S d1~ected, did
not materialize overnight. There has been ample opportumty for the
development of other plans. But in this respect, ~h~ Democratic ~Ia
jority in the Congress has failed, and by not providu~g an alternative,
they indicate that they prefer inaction to leadership.
LEGAL AUTHORITY TO ACT UNDER SECTION 232 OF THE TRADE EXPANSION
ACT OF 1962

In imposing import license fees on f?reign oil, ~he Presi.d~nt,~s using
the authority granted under the "nat10nal security prov1s10n of our
trade laws--section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, as
amended.
That section is clear. It provides that in cases where the Presid.ent
agrees with the findings of an investigation showing ~hat any article
is being imported "in such quantities and under such circumstanc~ as
to threaten to impair the national security ... h~ shall t~ke such action,
and for such time, as he deems necessary, to ad1us~ the imports of such
article and its derivatives so that such imports will not so threaten to
impair the national security." .(Emphasis i:dded.).
. .
.
This is broad authority and it was so designed. It or1gmated m the
Senate Finance Committe~ as an amendment to the 1955 Trade Agreements Extension Act. In its Report on that legislation, the Comn:itte.e
stated its intention that the President should take "whatever actwn is
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CONCLUSION

Considering the clear intent of the Congress in enacting the "national security provision" and retainin it for 20 years, along with
the urgent need for
'tive action in
t of the emergency situation which exists wi
ect to oil supplies today, we feel it is imperative that the nation move expeditiously toward reducing its
vulnerability because of its reliance on insecure imports.
·
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1Vhile some of us have serious concerns ,with respect to the President's import fee action, all of us feel he is qu!te correct in challenging
the Congress to meet head-on the key question of how best to move
toward a-safe degree of energy self-sufficiency.
.
"\Ve would suggest that the Congress, instead of employm.g a delaying tactic, address itself to the development of a compre.hen~1ve energy
program. In this process, we pledge our fu~l cooperation m the consideration of all alternatives. In the meantime, the present program
demonstrates to our allies and others who are observing this debate,
and make no mistake, they are observing, the strength of our commitment and our capability to take necessary action to cons~rve petroleum and to free ourselves from dependency on petroleum imports.
HERl\IAN T. ScnNEEBELI.
BAHBER B. CoNABLE, Jr •
•JERRY L. PETTIS.
'
BILL ARCHER.
GuY VANDERJAGT.
ILLIAM A. STEIGER.
BILL FRENZEL.
JAMES G. MARTIN.
L. A. BAFALIS.
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As REPORTEn

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, January 14, 1975.
Memorandum for the President.
Subject: Report on Section 232 Investigation on Petroleum Imports.
This report is submitted to you pursuant to Section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, as amended, and results from an investigation that I initiated under that Section for the purpose of determming whether petroleum* is being imported into the United States in
such quantities or under such circumstances as to threaten to impair
the national security.
At the present time, the demand for petroleum in the United States
is 18.7 million barrels per day. Of this amount, imports provide 7.4
million barrels daily. The deficit in petroleum production compared
with demand has grown since 1966, when the United States ceased to
be self-sufficient.
Our increasing dependence upon foreign petroleum had, by 1973,
created a potential problem to our economic welfare in the event that
s'!lpplies from foreign sources were interrupted. Its adverse contribution to our balance of payments position had also significantly increased, and for the year 1973 the outflow in payments for the purcha~ of foreign petroleum was running at $8.3 blllion annually, only
partially offset by exports of petroleum products.
In SepteJ?ber 1973, the worsening petroleum import situation was
further ser10~sly. aggravated by an emb11;rgo on crude oil imposed
~y the Orgamza~1o:i of Petroleum Exportmg Countries, which effectively kept. 2:4. m~lhon needed barrels of oil :per day from U.S. shores.
After the m1t1ation .of the embargo, the pnce of imported oil quadrupled from approx11?ately $2.59 per .barrel to approximately $10.00
per barrel and has smc~ that time risen somewhat further. Simultaneous.ly, the bal~n~ of P.ayments problem deteriorated by reason
of the mcreased 011 bill paid by Umted States consuming interests.
Today the outflow of payments for petroleum is running at a rate of
$25 billion annually.
As~ re~ult of ID)'." investigation, I conclude that the petroleum con~umpt1on m th~ Vmted States could be reduced by conserving approximately one m1lhon barrels per day without substantially adversely
affecting the level of economic activity in the United States. Any
sud<l;en supply interruption in excess .o~ this amount, however, and
pa1:t1cularly a recur~ence of the 2.4 m1lhon barrel per day reduction
'vh1ch m;cu~red durmg the OPEC. embargo, would have a prompt
substantial impact upon our economic well-being, and, considering the
*The term "petroleum", as used In this report. means crude oil, principal crude oil
derivatives and products, and related products derived from natural gas and coal tar.
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close relation between this nation's economic welfare and our national security, would clearly threaten to imrair our.n.ational se?'!rity.
Furthermore, in the event of a world-wide P<?htical o~ military
crisis, it is not improbable that a more complete rnterruption of the
flow of imported petroleum would occur. In that.event, the t~tal U.~.
production of about 11 million ba_rrels per day might well be rnsufficient to supply adequately a war-time economy, even aft~r mandat~ry
conservation measures are imposed. As a result, the nat10nal security
would not merely be threatened, but could be immediately, directly
and adversely affected.
In addition, the price at which oil import~ are no'Y pu_rchased causes
a massive payments outflow to othei:: C?1:1ntr1es. ~he ~~ev1table resul~ of
such an outflow is to reduce the flex1b1hty and v1ab1hty of our foreign
policy objectiyes. For t_his reason, therefore, a payme~ts outflow P?Ses
a more intangible, but Just as real, threat to the security of the Umted
States as the threat of petroleum supply interruption. On both grounds,
decisive action is essential.

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF PETROLEUM: lllIPORTS AND PETROLELTM PRODUCTS ON THE NATIONAL SECURITY PURSUANT TO SECTION 232 OF THE TRADE ExPANSION AcT, AS AMENDED BY THE AssISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR ENFORCEMENT, OPERATIONS
AND TARIFF AFFAIRS, DAVID R. MACDONALD
AssISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,

FINDINGS

As a result of my investigation, I have found that crude oil, pr~nci
pal crude oil derivatives and products, and related products derived
from natural gas a~~ coal tar are being imI?orted in~o the Uni~ed
States in such quantities as to threaten to impair the nat10nal security.
I further find that the foregoing products are being import~d in~o the
United States under such circumstances as to threaten to 1mpa1r the
nation security.
RECOMMENDATIONS

I therefore recommend that appropriate action be taken to reduce
imports of crude oil, principal crude oil derivatives an~ product~, ~nd
related products derived from natural gas and coal tar mto the Umted
States, to promote a lessened reliance upon such imports, to reduce
the payments outflow and to create incentives for the use of alternative
sources of energy to such imports. I understand that a Presidential
Proclamation pursuant to Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 is being drafted by the Federal Energy Administration consistent with these recommendations.
WILLIAM E. SIMON.
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W a,shington, D .0., January 9, 1975.
Memorandum for: The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (Enforcement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs).
Subject: Section 232 Investigation on Petroleum Imports.
Reference is made to your memorandum of 4 .Jal?-uary 197~ in wh~ch
you advised that the Department of the Treasury IS cond11ctmg an mvestigation under Section 232, 76 Stat. 877 (19 U.S.C. 1862), to determine the effects on the national security of imports of petroleum and
petroleum products. Department of Defense views on the security implications of current and projected oil import levels were solicited.
The Department of Defense holds that this nation must have the
capability to meet the essential energy requirements of its military
forces and of its civil economy from secure sources not subject to military, economic or politica~ inter~iction. 'While it may be that complete
national energy self-sufficiency is unnecessary, the degree of our sufficiency must be such that any potential supply denial will be sustainable for an extended period \vithout degradation of military readiness or operations, and without significant impact on industrial output
or the welfare of the populace. This is true because the national security is threatened when: (1) the. national economy is.depresse~.i (2)
we are obliged to rely on non-secure sources for essential quantities of
fuel; ( 3) costs for essential fuels are unduly high; and ( 4) we reach
a point where secure available internal fuel resources are exhausted.
As you know, the Mandatory Oil Imp~rt Program :vas es~ablished
in 1959 for the express purpose of controllmg the quantity of. imported
oil which at that time had been found to threaten to impair the national security. In the intervening years we have observed with growing concern the decline in domestic and western hemisphere petroleu;i1
productive capacity in relation to demand. The resnlt has been a rap1?
expansion in our dependence on eastern hemisphere sources for the 011
which is so essential to our military needs and the nation's economy.
By 1973 that dependence had reached a level which risked substantial
harm to the national economy in event of a peacetime supply denial.
In event of general war, those risks would_b.e substantially greater because of the sharply increased level of military petroleum consumption which would require support from domestic petroleum resources.
The 19'73 Arab oil embargo offered proof. if proof were needed, of the
deterioration in our natioi1al energy situation.
(39)
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Energy conservation efforts and expanded use of alternate fuels
halted the growth in crude oil and product imports during much of
1974. However, production of both oil and gas in the United States
continues to decline, and indications are that import growth has resumed. Projections for 1975 indicate that imports may exceed seven
million barrels a day, sharply higher than in 1974 and equal to near
19 percent of the probable total energy supply in 1975. To the extent
that demand for petroleum imports causes increasing reliance on insecure sources of fuel, then such demand/reliance is a severe threat to
our security. Given the gradual reduction in the quantity of petroleum
available from relatively secure Western hemisphere sources, relative
dependence on insecure sources in the eastern hemisphere will grow
more rapidly than the overall growth in oil imports.
The exhaustion of our available internal fuel resources would pose
an even greater threat to our security. Therefore, our petroleum policy
should properly balance these opposing needs. That is to say, national
security considerations would seem to require a proper balance of import restrictions with a decrease in demand. We recognize that the
nation faces a period of several years during which dependence on
insecure imported oil will exceed levels which we would consider
acceptable from a national security viewpoint. Accordingly, we believe
that every reasonable effort should be made to inhibit demand growth,
and increase total internal energy supply while keeping the quantity of
imports at the lowest level commensurate with the essential needs of
national security and the civil economy.
The proper control of petroleum imports at minimum essential levels
will provide assurance to those engaged in the development of conventional and non-conventional domestic energy resources that foreign
oil, regardless of its availability and potential price competitiveness,
will not be allowed to deny future markets to secure domestic energy
supplies. The appropriate restriction of oil imports will also impact
favorably on the balance of payments and, more importantly, will permit the United States to make a significant contribution to international efforts to reduce total world oil demand which, through its
recent rapid growth, has contributed to harmful increases in world oil
prices. Those,increases have posed serious threats to the economic and
military viability of NATO and other friendly nations, as well as to
the United States. Reduced dependence on imported oil can also minimize the adverse impact on the United States, "NATO and other
friendly nations of boycotts such as that imposed by the Arab nations
in 1973.
It is our conclusion that current and projected levels of demand and
need for imported petroleum products nnd crude oil pose substantial
risks to the national security of the United States. Additional growth
in the need to import will result in further dependence on eastern
hemisphere sources from which oil must move over long and vulnerable sea lanes. Moreover, it will depend predominantly on nations
which have demonstrnted the will find ability to employ their oil resources for political purposes. Further, the rapid growth in U.S. oil
imports since 1970 has had, and will continue to have if it persists, a

major role in creating and maintaining the conditions which led to the
oil price rises of 1973 and 1974, ar_d impaired the ability of our NATO
allies to obtain their minimal oil needs in periods of supply disruption.
Future growth will exacerbate those conditions. Increasing dependence
on imported oil is inimical to the interests of the United States and
should be subject to such controls as may be needed to insure that oil
imports are properly balanced against our essential needs and reflect
our development of additional energy resources.
Attached for your information are estimates of military petroleum
requirements.
ARTHUR I. MENDOLIA,
Assistant Seoretary of Defense
(Installations and Logistics).
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be secure from interruption were in fact kept from our shores, the
effect on the U.S. economy would be staggering and would clearly
reach beyond a matter of inconvenience, or loss of raw materials and
fuel for industries not essential to our national security. The outflow
in payments for petroleum also poses a clear theat not only to our
wellbeing, but to the welfare of our allies. As the State Department
has concluded, the massive transfer of wealth greatly enhances the
economic and political power of oil rich states who do not necessarily
share our foreign policy objectives, and correspondingly tends to erode
the political power of the United States and its allies.
The purpose of this investigation under Section 232 of the Act
is to determine the effects of our level of imported petroleum upon our
national security and not to fashion a remedy. Nevertheless, it would
appear that we must, over the longer term, wean ourselves away from
a dependence upon imported oil, conserve our use of petroleum, promote the use of alternative sources of energy, and at least in part,
stanch the outflow of payments resulting from our purchases of this
commodity. As Secretary Kissinger states:
"Clearly, decisive action is essential. We have signalled our intention to move toward energy self-sufficiency. We must now demonstrate
with action the strength of our commitment. In the short-term, our
only viable economic policy option is an effective program of energy
conservation. A vigorous United States lead on conservation will encourage similar action by other consuming nations. Consumer cooperation on conservation now and then development of new supplies over
time will deter producer aggressiveness by demonstrating that consumers are capable of acting together to defend their interests."

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION UNDER SECTION 232 OF THE TRADE EXPANSION
AcT, As AMENDED, 19 U.S.C. 1862
I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This investigation is being conducted at the request of and on behalf
of the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to his authority under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act (the "Act"), as amended, 19
U:S.C. 1862. (Annex A) The purpose of the investigation is to determme whether: crude oil, crude oil derivatives and products, and related
products derived from natural gas and coal tar are being imported
into the United States in such quantities or under such circumstances
as to threaten to impair the national security. Under 31 CFR 9.3, the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement, Operations, and
Tariff Affairs is responsible for making this investigation.
The Se_cretary of the Treasury has determined pursuant to Section
2~2 that it 'Yould be inappropriate to hold public hearings, or otherwise afford mterested parties an opportunity to present information
and advice relevant to this investigation. He has also determined pursuant to _his authority under 31 CFR 9.8 that national security interests require that the procedures providing for public notice and opportunity for public comment set forth at 31 CFR Part 9 not be followed
in this case. (Annex A)
In conducting the investigation, information and advice have been
sought from the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Commerce,
and other appropriate officers of the United States to determine the
effects on the national security of imports of the articles which are the
subject of the investigation. Information and advice have been received from the Departments of State, Defense, Interior, Commerce,
Labor, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the Federal Energy
Administration. (Annex B)
. In sum~ary, the conclu~i?n of this report is that petroleum is being
imported m such quantities and under such circumstances as to
threaten to impair the national security of this country.
Petroleum is a unique commodity: it is essential to almost every
sector of our economy, either as a raw material component or as the
fuel for processing or transporting goods. It is thus essential to the
maintenance of our gross national product and overall economic
health. Only a small percentage of present U.S. petroleum imports
could be deemed to be secure from interruption in the event of a major
world crisis. The quantity of petroleum imports, moreover, is now such
a high percentage of total U.S. consumption that an interruption
larger than one million barrels per day at the present time would
adversely affect our economy. If our imports not presently deemed to
(42)
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STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS

This investigation has proceeded in recognition of the close relation&hip of the economic welfare of the Nation to our national security. As
required by Section 232, consideration has been given to domestic production of crude oil and the other products under investigation needed
for projected defense requirements, the existing and anticipated availability of these raw materials and products which are essential to the
national defense, the requirements of the growth of the domestic petroleum industry and supplies of crude oil and crude oil products, and the
importation of goods in terms of their quantities, availabilities, character and use as those affect the domestic petroleum industry and the
ability of the United States to meet its national security requirements.
In addition, other relevant factoIB required or permitted by Section 232 have been considered, including the amount of current domestic demand for petroleum and petroleum products which is being
supplied from foreign sources, the degree of risk of interruption of the
&upply of such products from these countries, the impact on the economy and our national defense of an interruption of such supplies including the effects on labor, and the effect of the prices charged for
foreign petroleum and petroleum products on our national security.
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III. IMWRTS OF PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

During the first eight months of 1974, the United States imported
approximately 5.8 million barrels per day of petroleum and petroleum
products. (Annex C) This figure amounted to 35.6 percent of total
United States demand for such ,products during this period. The latest
data available indicates that United States dependence on imported oil
is growing. For the four weeks ending December 13, 1974, the United
States imported about 7.4 million barrels per day of petroleum and
petroleum products, which represented 39.5 percent of total United
States demand for such vroducts during the same period. (Annex C)
Imports into the United States may be divided into two major
sources, the nations belonging to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and other nations. (Annex D) The OPEC
nations have far more production capacity than the non-OPEC nations. Of the world's total production of approximately 55 million
barrels per day, OPEC members produce 30 million barrels, Communist countries 11 million and the balance of 14 million barrels per
day is produced by other countries. including the U.S. 1 Moreover, ~he
OPEC countries have over 8 million barrels per day of production
potential which is not being utilized while virtually no unused capacity exists in the rest of the world. 2
Most recent indicators show that 3.5 million barrels per day of
crude oil and petroleum products are being imported by the U.S.
directly from the OPEC member states. (Annex D) In addition, as
much as 850,000 barrels per day of finish~d. products imported in~o the
U.S. from third country sources may ol"lgmate from OPEC nabons. 3
In total, 4.35 million barrels per day of the 1974 U.S. demand of approximately 17.0 million barrels per day came from OPEC sources.
In percentage terms, U.S. imports from OPEC members account for
over 25% of domestic demand.
The major Western Hemisphere suppliers of petroleum to the
United States are Canada and Venezuela. The latter country provided
the United States with approximately 1.1 million barrels per day from
,January through October 1974. For the same period, Canada exported to the U.S. over 1,000,000 barrels per day or slightly over 17%
of our imported supplies.
The Canadian Government has recently conducted a study of its
own energy potential. It concluded that steps should be taken to reduce
exports of oil with a view to conserving petroleum for future Canadian
requirements. 4 Accordingly, on November 22, 1974, the Canadian
Government announced its intention to limit exports to the U.S. to
650,000 barrels per day by the end of 1975. Further reductions in
exports will take place after annual reviews. As a result, it appears
that the U.S. can no longer count on the availability of large volumes
of oil :from Canada but may have to increase our reliance on OPEC
to make up for the reduction of Canadian imports.
Treasury sources, Office of Energy Policy.
•Treasury sources, Office of Energy Policy.
•Treasury estimate. Office of Energy Policy.
• Statement of Donald S. MacDonald. l\llnlster of Energy, Mines and Resources, on
Canadian Oil Supply and Demand. Press Release November 22, 1974.
1

In summary, 60 percent of current imports of crude oil comes directly
from OPEC members and another 15 percent is refined by third
world countries using OPEC -crude oil. At least 85% of the imported
petroleum, however, whether from OPEC or non-OPEC countries,
appears to be subject to the threat of interruption in the event of a
crisis. Moreover, the outlook in the short run is for the percentage of
imports derived from OPEC members to increase as a result of limit.at.ions on Canadian exports.
IV. EFFECT OF 1973-1974 EMBARGO ON THE DOl\iESTIC ECONOl\:[Y

The interruption of the supply of a major part of U.S. imports of
petroleum during the Winter of 1973-74 had a serious adverse impact
on the economy of the United Stat~s.
In this memorandum, Secretarv Dent stated :
"The experience of the Arab oll embargo last year, even though it
halted only about one-half of our oil imports, confirms the risk of
disruption to the economy which is implicit in dependence on imports
of oil t.o this degree. The oil embargo is believed to have produced a
reduction in U.S. GNP by some $10 to $20 billion. All sectors of the
economy were adversely affected, with the consumer durables sector
and housing construction most heavily hit. Further, it is estimated
that a substantial part of the inflationary rise of prices during 1974,
particularly in the first half, is attributable to the direct and indirect
effects of the rise in overall energy costs which followed the rapid
escalation of costs for Arab oil. In view of this record of injury caused
by loss of foreign oil supply and our continuing vulnerability of
future injury of even greater impact, it is my opinion that imports at
current and projected levels do constitute a threat to impair the
national secul"lty."
The Federal Energy Administration noted in its Project Independence report that the embargo's impact was serious as a result
of the nation's high level of dependence upon foreign petroleum
imports. In the years 1960 through 1973 U.S. production did not keep
pace with U.S. consumption of petroleum. The resulting gap represented the level of U.S. imports, which increased drastically:
U.S. PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PETROLEUM 1 (1960-73)

[Petroleum in millions of barrels per dayf
Year
1960_ - --- --- ------- -------- - ------ -- --- ---- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- 1965_ - --- ---- ---- -- ---- --------- -- -. ---- -- -- --- -- -- --. -- -- --- -- 1970 _- - -- ----- --- -- ---- ------- --- ---------- -- --- ---- ---- --- --- - 1972. - - • - •• --- ----- ----- -------- ----- ------ ---- •• - --- ---- -- •• --1973 _- - ---- ---- --- -- ---- - ----- -- • -- -- ----- -----·-- -- -- ----- ----- -

Production

Consumption

Gap (imports)

8.0
8.8

9.5
10.8
14. 7
16.4
17. 3

2.0
3.4
5.2
6.4

11. 3

11. 2
10.9

1.5

' Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence report, appendix at 284 (November 1974).

The impact of the embargo on imports can be shown by a comparison of import figures for both crude and refined oil imports for
each of the months September 1973 through 'February 1974, and the
percent change reflected in such figures :from the same months of the
preceding year:
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MONTHLY IMPORTS BEFORE AND DURING THE OIL EMBARGO
(In millions of barrels per day)

Crude oil

1973____________________________ -____ ----

September
October______ ·- ______________________________ -- ___ _
November ________________________________________ _
December ____ • __ ._. ____________ - - -- - ___ - - - - - - - - - - - January
February ________ - - - - - - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

1974 _______________________ -_____ ----------

Percent
change from
previous year

3.47
3.86
3.45
3.99

2.46
2.10

+47
+49
+50
+45
-13
-22

1

Total
refined
products

Percent
change from
previous year

2.65
2.67

+20

3.14
2.90
2.85
2. 55

+9
+1
-4
•+17
+30

I Ibid. at 285.
.
.
.
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•The indicated positive balance in this month is reflected by the d1sproport1onately large 1mpo s o mo or gaso m • o
accommodate critical shortages of this refined product.

Both the National Petroleum Council and the Federal Energy Administration have made detailed analyses of the impact of the 197374 embargo. A demand reduction of over 1 million barrels per day.has
been attributed to curtailment and conservation. These savmgs
occurred in areas which caused minimum individual or collective hardship. However, many such savings were the result of one-time only
reductions in usage patterns, such as lowering of thermostat levels.
Once accomplished, by voluntary or other restraints upon energy
usage, such savings cannot thereafter be duplicated.
The cost of the embargo to the economy, in terms of both increased
energy costs and adverse impacts on the labor market, was severe.
During the first quarter of 1974, the seasonally adjusted Gross National Product fell by 7% and the seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate changed from 4.6% in October 1973 to 5.1% by March of 1974.
Of course there were other factors at work in the economy during this
period and it is difficult to isolate those declines attributable solely
to the embargo. However, according to the FEA, increased energy
prices during the embargo period were responsible for at least 30% of
the increase in the Consumer Price Index with the long-term effects of
the embargo and the subsequent price rises continuing after the embargo was lifted. As the FEA has pointed out, a comparison of the
nation's economic performance for the two years preceding the embargo with the first quarter of 1974 demonstrates a clear and uninterrupted upward historical trend (albeit a reduced rate of increase
beginning in the second quarter of 1973) followed by a sudden sharp
decline during the relevant period:
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT STATISTICS

(1972-74)1

Real GNP•

1972:

!if::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
____ ---------------------------------------------------------------------

1973~v

Ii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
111. ______________________________________________________________________ _
1974~~---_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I I bid. :at289.

•Seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of

1958 dollars.

Present
changes in
GNP from
preceding
quarter
(annual rate)

768.0 -------------785. 6
9. 5
796. 7
5. 7
812. 3
8. 0
829. 3

834. 3
841.3
844.6

831. 0

8. 6
2. 4

3.4
1.6

-6. 3

A similar effect has been identified by FEA with respect to real
personal consumption expenditures and real fixed investments. These
are set forth in detail in the Appendix to the Project Independence
Report, and are not set forth in detail herein.
Following the embargo, the Department of Commerce reduced its
forecast of real output for the first quarter of 1974 by $10.4 billion,
and its forecast for the first quarter of 1975 by $15 billion. 4 Again,
studies showing detailed effects upon the labor market and contributions to changes for selected items within the CPI have been analyzed
in detail by the Department of Commerce and the Federal Energy
Administration, and set forth in the Project Independence Report.
The adverse change of .5% in the seasonally adjusted national unemployment rate between October 1973 and March 1974 represents an
increase of approximately 500,000 unemployed people. The Department of Labor has estimated that during the period of embargo 150,000 to 225,000 jobs were lost as a direct result of employers' inability
to acquire petroleum supplies. An additional decline of approximately
310,000 jobs occurred as an indirect result of such shortages in industries whose products or processes were subject to reduced demand as
a result thereof (most notably, the automobile industry). The Department of Labor estimates that 85% of the total jobs lost were those of
semi-skilled workers, 5% clerical and 3% professional, technical and
skilled. 5
The Federal Energy Administration has projected the loss in economic activity (GNP) which could be reasonably correlated to a shortfall in oil supplies. The pattern of this correlation indicates that at any
given time, the economy can absorb a modest reduction in consumption
before painful reductions in economic activity occur. After this reduction in nonessential uses of oil is made, further reductions of oil supplies will result in sharply increasing losses in the GNP. Based on
such models, the FEA has determined the impacts of interruption of
imports under several conditions. For example, a recently calculated
situation shows that a 2.2 million bbl/day import reduction for six
months' duration is estimated to cause a $22.4 billion reduction in
GNP. 6
The Federal Energy Administration estimates that a reduction in
consumption of approximately 1 million barrels per day can be managed without imposing prohibitive costs on the economy. While recognizing that a figure of 1 million barrels per day is not precise, it does
approximate a reasonable estimate of the short-term reduction beyond
which more severe economic readjustments would take place. Of the
17 million barrels per day current demand, it is estimated that 16
million is the proximate quantity required to prevent progressive
deterioration of the economy at the present time.
It should also be noted that the impacts of any suppl;y interruptions will be disproportionately felt in the various reg10ns of the
country. The major determinants of the impact within any given region is the amount of imports into that region, climatic conditions of
• Ibid. at 291.
• Ibid. at 296.
•Federal Energy Administration, Office of Economic Impact, The Potential Economic
Costs of Future Disruptions of Crude Oil Imports, at 11 (Dec. 23, 1974).
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the region, and the industries located there. The northwestern and
northeastern parts of the country import large amounts of their petroleutn requirements, the climatic conditions require them to use more
energy for heating than other regions, and they have more energy
usitlg manufacturmg industries in general than other parts of the
country (this is especially true of the Northeast).
The direct effects of an embargo would be concentrated in PAD
(Petroleum Administration for Defense) Districts 1and5. PAD District 1 includes the Eastern Seaboard of the U.S. where it is estimated
that 83 percent of the 1975 crude petroleum demand will be imported.
In PAD District 5, the West Coast of the U.S. including Alaska and
Hawaii, imports are 43 percent of total uses. The East Coast problem
is especially difficult because of the high fuel oil demands in the New
England area and the fact that approximately 98 percent of the residual fuel oil for PAD District 1 is imported as a refined product or
made from imported crude. 7
"\1. VULNERABILITY OF 'C.S. ECONOMY TO OIL AND DEVELOPMENT OF
ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCES

The vulnerability of the U.S. economy to petroleum supply interruptions is highlighted by ( 1) the fact that it is the backbone, not only
of our defense energy needs, but also of our economic welfare, and (2)
the difficulty of bringing in alternate energy sources immediately.
Although there may have been some recent minor changes, the1973
figures show that petroleum accounted for 46 percent of domestic
energy consumption, natural gas for 31 percent, coal for 18 percent,
hvdropower for 4 percent and nuclear for 1 percent. (Annex E)
·The degree to which other enerfSY :forms can in the short run be
physicallY. substituted for oil is limited. Residual oil used in heat1 ng or utilities can be replaced with coal only after conversion o.f the
plant's combustion :facilities has taken place. Other energy sources
are limited in supply or feasibility of use. Supplies of natural gas
are declining and an "interestate pipeline curtailment of 919 billion cu.
ft. is expected in the 1974-75 heating season. 1 The natural gas reserve/
production ratio has declined from 21.1 in 1959 to 11.1 in 1973,2 indicating the production potential is seriously imP.aired. It does not
appear that we can substitute natural gas for 011. On the contrary,
the prospects are that either oil or coaf may have to be substituted
for natural gas. The nation's ability to increase its hydroelectric power
m3nerating capacity is severely limited. Other energy sources such as
~uclear electrical generating power require long lead times for d~
velopment and will not be available in materially inc.reased quantities for a number of years. For example, nuclear power 1s not expec~ed
to reach a significant percentage ( 12%) of our total energy c~pac1ty
until 1985.3 The availability of coal is subject to further !ll~e development, expansion of transpo~tation SY,stelr!s a:id convert1b1hty of
furnaces and boilers, all of winch require s1gmficant development
1 Ibid at 3.
.
C
II
t
f M .
1 Federal Power Comn:\ss!on, Staff Report. Requirements and
urta men s o
aJor
Interstate Pipeline Companies Based on Form 16 Rel!ort (Nov. 15. 1974).
•Report of a subcommittee of the House Committee on Banking and Currency on Oil
Imports and Energy Security : An Analysis of the Current Situation and Future Prospects ;
93d Cong., 2d sess. at 28 I September 1974).
•Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence Report, at 30 (November 1974 ).

time. Moreover, both the production and combustion of coal is currently subject to environmental restrictions which further limit its
accelerated development as an energy source.
The outlook for increasing production of crude oil from domestic
sources is not favorable for the near term. Domestic production has
declined from 9.6 million barrels per day in 1970 to 8.7 million barrels per day in December 1974. A further gradual decline is a.nticipated
until oil from the North Slope of Alaska becomes available in late
1977, or until oil is produced from presently undeveloped areas as the
Outer Continental Shelf. Nevertheless, the sharp increase in the price
of oil should stimulate increased exploration which, in the intermediate or longer term, if combined with conservation efforts should
ameliorate the present threat to our economy.
Also, long-term energy sources such as the development of geothermal and oil shale energy resources and the practical utilization
of solar energy require major advances in the technology involved.
This technology may take several years to develop, but should assist
in the solution of the domestic shortage o.f energy sources if sufficient
incentive is provided.
VI. THREAT TO THE NATIONAL SECURITY OF FUTURE SUPPJ,Y INTERRUPTIONS

Section IV has described the serious impact on the national economy
and consequently on the national security of the winter 1973-1974 embargo. It is reasonable to expect similar or even worse effects of an
interruption of supply in the future, particularly in light of increasing dependence on foreign sources of supply. U.S. production is declining 1 and alternative sources of energy supply require a long lead
time for development. 2 Moreover, supplies from the most secure "\.Vestern Hemisphere sources are likely to decline as illustrated by the
Canadian action to reduce oil exports to the United States.
The Department of Defense has described the risks to our national
security posed by the threat of a future supply interruption. The Department of Defense, in its memorandum to me of January 9, 1976,
stated:
"The Department of Defense holds that this nation must have the
capability to meet the essential energy requirements of its military
forces and of its civil economy from secure sources not subject to military, economic or political interdiction. 1Vhile it may be that complete
national energy self-sufficiency is unnecessary, the degree of our sufficiency must be such that any potential supply denial will be sustainable for an extended period without degradation of military readiness
or operations, and without significant impact on industrial output or
the welfare of the populace. This is true because the national security
is threatened when: (1) the national economy is depressed; (2) we are
obliged to rely on non-secure sources for essential quantities of fuel;
( 3) costs for essential fuels are unduly high; and ( 4) we reach a point
where secure available internal fuel resources are exhausted.
1 Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence Report at 5 (November 1974 ).
See figures set forth In Annex F.
•See discussion of alternative energy sources in Section V. See also Federal Energy
Administration, Project Independence Report at 6 (November 1974).
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"As you know, the Mandatory Oil Imp?rt Program ~as es~ablished
in 1959 for the express purpose of controllmg the quant~ty of_unported
oil which at that time had been found to threaten to unpa1r the national security. In the intervening years we have ob~erved with growing concern the decline in domestic and western hemisphere petroleu~
productive capacity in relation to demand. The result has been a rap1.d
expansion in our dependence on eastern hemisphere sou~ces for the 011
which is so essential to our military needs and the nat10n's economy.
By 1973 that dependence had reached a level which. risked substan~ial
harm to the national economy in event of a peacetime supply demal.
In event of general war, those risks would be substantially greater
because of the sharply increased level of milita~y petroleum consumption which would require support from domestic petroleum resources.
The 1973 Arab oil embargo offered proof, if proof were needed, of the
deterioration in our national energy situation.
"Energy conservation efforts and expanded use of alternate fuels
halted the growth in cr~de oil and product imp?rts dmJn.g much of
1974. However, production of both 011 and gas m the Umted States
continues to decline, and indications are that import growth has resumed. Projections for 1975 indicate that imports may exceed seven
million barrels a day, sharply higher than in 1974 and equal to near
19 percent of the probable total energy supJ?lY in 1975. To the extent
that demand for petroleum imports causes mcreasing reliance on insecure sources of fuel, then such demand/reliance is a severe threat
to our security."
Although oil exporters vary in their specific national goals and
from time to time make unilateral decisions in regard to oil policies,
oil exporters have the potential to bring about concerted actions which
can explicitly deny the U.S. needed imports through such actions
as last year's embargo. The loss in GNP growth and the significant
unemployment created have on their face a significant impact in terms
of the overall strength of the national economy. Continued reliance
on foreign sources o:f supply leaves the U.S. economy vulnerable to
further disruptive, abrupt curtailment or embargo of supplies, as
well as to further increases in prices. Consequently, it is only prudent
from a national security standpoint to plan for the possibihty that
another embargo, or other type of supply interruption could occur.
VII. THE EXCESSIVE RELIANCE ON IMPORTED OII, AS A SOURCE OF WEAKNESS
IN A FLEXIBLE FOREIGN POLICY

The dependence of the United States on imported petroleum can
also adversely affect the ability to achieve our foreign policy objectives.
A healthy and vital domestic economy coupled with modern and
adequate defense forces are the basic elements of strength in protecting our national security, but equally important in today's interdependent world is the continued smooth functioning of the international economic system and, in particular, the economic strength
and viability of our Allies. The economies of many of these countries
are almost totally dependent on imported oil and are therefore much
more vulnerable· to the threat of a new oil embargo. This could adversely affect the extent to which we can rely on those Allies in the
event of a serious political or military threat to this country.
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'T~e. 1:isk to ~ur Al~ies
poss1b1~1ty of _d~sruptions

and to ourselves co~es not only from the
of supply and the impact this could have
on foreign pohc1es but also from the effect on their domestic economies
of the high cost of oil imports. Individual consumer states faced with
balance of trade deficits and having difficulties in financing them
could attempt to equilibrate their trade balances through "beggar-thy~
.Q.eighborn actions.
For example, deliberate measures could be taken to interfere with
~arkets sc: as to inc~ease exp?rts and/or decrease imports from non0.11 .exp?rtmg com~tnes. Specific examples would include export subsidies, import tariffs, quotas, and perhaps other non-tariff barriers
to ~rade. Such action would, of course, be infeasible as a concerted
pohcy by all deficit nations and the refore irrational. Indeed, should
all embark on such a course, a severe economic loss would result
through income reductions to all. Exports would be reduced for all
oil importing countries with loss in economic activity.
A ~lowdown in economic growth and conseqi;ient unemployment
resultmg from such a course could have economic and social effects
that could have serious political implications for our own security.
These potential problems could arise from the continued high
levels of oil imports in conjunction with the price of oil, which generate large current account surpluses for OPEC. Given the limited
absorptive capacity of some of these countries the increased oil revenues to these countries will not be immediately. translated into increased imports. A recent estimate of the OPEC.1974 current account
imbalance is about $60 billion. In. contrast, the 1973 OPEC current
account balance was only $13 billion. Projections of these balances
through time indicate continued reserve accumulations at least until
1980, as so~e OPEC members will only gradually adjust their import
levels to h1~her export revenues. An estimate of these accumulations
as of 1980 Is on the order of $200 to $300 billion (in terms o:f 1974
purchasing power) for OPEC as a group.· Such a massive transfer
of wealth would enhance the economic and political power of· oil
rich s~ates which do ~ot necessarily share our foreign policy objectives.
It is our expectation that these funds will be held and mvested
in a responsible manner. There is every economic incentive for the
owne•:s o:f these resources to take this course. The United States' basic
economics position strongly favors maximum freedom for capital
movements and we believe there is no reason to change this i;>olicy.
However, in view of the possible problems noted above, it is imperative that we join with our Allies in a concerted program of conservation, reduced reliance on imported sources of oil and development of alternative energy supplies. In this way we promote market
forces that will work against further rises in already monopolistic
oil prices, and exert some downward pressure on world oil prices.
The Department of Defense confirms these conclusions:
"The appropriate restriction of oil imports will also impact :favorably on the balance of payments and, more importantly, will permit
the United States to make a significant contribution to international
efforts to reduce total world oil demand which, through its recent
rnpid growth, has contributed to harmful increnses in world oil prices.
Those increases have posed serious threats to the economic and military viability of NATO and other friendly nations, as well as to the
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United States. Reduced dependence on imported oil can also minimize the adverse impact on the Unite? States, NATO and o~her
friendly nations of boycotts such as that imposed by the Arab nat10ns
in 1973."
.
The Federal Energy Ad1!1inistration has l?ointed out tha.t reduction
of reliance on imported 011 and conservat10n are essentla~ !o U.S.
participation in the International Energy Program. Adm1mstrator
Zarb states :
· · h
"Given the inability to create effective ~mergency supphes m ~ .e
short run, it is important that the U.S. actively support and pa~tic1pate in international security agreements such as the International
Energy Program (IJi?P), or a producer~con~umer conference, with the
objective of estabhshmg future world 011 pric~s acceptable to the U.S.,
the other importers, and the OPEC count.ries; and to d~crease_ the
likelihood of politically or economically motivated supply d1srupt10ns.
"The IEP particularly is an important component of the U.S. energy
supply security program. It would coo~dinate the response~ of most
major oil importing nations ~o internat1ona~ supply d1srnpt1ons, provide
idelines for conservat10n and stockpile relea~e progra1!1s, a:id
avoi
ition for available supplies, and thus hm1t the 011 price
inc
ly to result from an oil shortage.
.
"The IEP deters the im~osition of oil export e~bargoes because it
diminishes the ability of 011 exporters to target 011 shortf~lls on particular oil importers, or greatly increases the cost of domg so. For
example, under an IEP, a U.S. import s?ortfall of 3 M¥. BID would
require a much larger export.cutoff'., a!ld mc.rease the political and economic costs exporters would mcur m imposmg an embargo.
"These measures do not exhaust the options available to the U:.S.
Government. They seem to us, however, to be among the most effective
programs which the U.S. can implement at this time, given t~e character of the international energy market. As such, these .options of!er
attractive prospects for minimiz}ng the threat t? our natioi:a?, security
resulting from our need to contmue to rely on imported 011.

United States, to promote a lessened reliance upon such products,
to reduce the payments outflow and to create incentives for the use
of alternative sources of energy to such imports. I understand that
a Presidential Proclamation pursuant to Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is being drafted by the Federal Energy Administration consistent with these recommendations.
DAVID R. MACDONALD,
Assistant Se01'etary
(Enforcement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs).

VIII. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of my investigation, I recommend that the following
determinations and recommendations be made by the Secretary of
the Treasury and forwarded to the President:
FiJndings
As a result of the investigation initiated by me, I have found that
crude oil, principal crude oil derivatives and products1 an~ related
products derived from natural gas and coal tar are bemg im~orted
into the United States in such quantities as to ~hreaten to impair ~he
national security. I further find that the foregomg.products are bemg
import,ed into the United States under such circumstances as to
threaten to impair the national security.
Reoomrmendatwns
I therefore recommend that appropriate action be taken to reduce
imports of crude oil, principal crude oil derivatives and p~oducts,
and related products derived from natural gas and coal tar mto the

[Annex A]

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, J a;nuary 4, 1975.
Memorandum for Assistant Secretarv Macdonald.
Subject: Request for Section 232 Investigation.
Pursuant to my authority under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act, 76 Stat. 877 (19 U.S.C. 1862), I am requesting you to conduct
an investigation under that section to determine the effects on the national security of imports of petroleum and petroleum products.
In my judgment, national security interests require that the procedures requiring public notice and opportunity for public comment
or hearings, set forth in the Treasury regu]ations at 31 CFR Part 9,
not be followed in this case. I further find that it would be inappropriate to hold public hearings, or otherwise afford interested parties
an opportunity to present information and advice relevant to the
investigation as provided by Section 232, as amended by the Trade
Act of 1974. Therefore, I request that you proceed immediately with
the investigation without doing so.
THE

WILLIAM

E. SIMON.

[Annex B]

STATE,
Washington,,lanuary; 11,1.975.

THE SECRETARY OF
..

Hon. WILLIAM E. SIMON,
Secretary of the Treasury.
DEAR BILL: I am responding to your ,January 3 memorandum and
that of David Macdonald requesting the view of the State Department as to the effect of petroleum imports on our national security.
The 1973-1974 oil embargo and production cutbacks demonstrated
our vulnerability and that of other industrial nations to an interruption in foreign oil supplies. In addition to its direct economic cost in
lost GNP and increased unemployment, the embargo stimulated massive and abrupt price increases which the producers have been able to
maintain and increase. '\Vithout preventative action, OPEC's accumulation of financial assets will accelerate, reaching a total of about $400
billion in investable funds by the end of 1980. This massive transfer of
wealth will greatly enhance the economic and political power of the
oil rich states who do not share our foreign policy objectives. It will
also cause a serious erosion of the political power of the United States
and its allies relative to the Soviet l:nion and China.
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Clearly, decisive action is essential. 1Ve have signalled our intention
to move toward energy self-sufficiency. 1Ve must now demonstrate
with action the strength of our commitment. In the short-term, our
only viable economic policy option is an effective program of energy
conservation. A vigorous United States lead on conservation will enc~:mrage similar a~tion by other consuming nations. Consumer cooperat10n on conservation now and the development of new supplies over
time will deter producer aggressivenPss by demonstrating that consumers are capable of acting together to defend their interests.
From the national perspective, a major United States' conservation
·
effort will:
-reduce OPEC's financial claims on United States resources and
the transfer of economic and political power to the producers;
-reduce our vulnerability to supply disruptions;
-limit the effect of future OPEC price rises on 1Jnited States
growth and inflation; and
-exert some downward pressure on world oil prices.
We believe substantially higher import license fees will contribute
to our conservation strategy. They should reduce our dependence on
imported energy and demonstrate to other consumers and producers
the seriousness of our commitment not to remain vulnerable to escalating oil prices and threats of supply interruptions.
Warm regards,
HENRY A. KISSINGER.

imports under Secti?n 232 of th~ Trade Expansion Act, we have enclosed some observations concernmg the effects on the national security
of impoi:J;s of petroleum and petroleum products.
·
Smcerely yours,

MILITARY PETROLEUM REQUIREMENTS
Estimated consumption, U.S. forces, FY 1975-558,000 barrels per
day. 1
Estimated consumption in general war-1,800,000 barrels per day.
In addition to purely military requirements there is a substantial
additional need for direct and.indirect use of petroleum by defenserelated private industry. No data is available on the amount of petroleum in'."olved, b~t ~road estimates of total energy consumption by
defense mdustry md1cate that from 1.5 to 3.0 percent of total national
energy consumption is curently required. That percentage 'vould increase sub~tantialiy in a protracted general war, probably largely due
to c?nvers1on o~ mdustry to war pr~duction, without necessarily reflectmg sharply mcreased energy requirements on a btu basis.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.O.,January 8, 1975.
Hon. DAVID R. MACDONALD,
A8sistant Secretary, Enforcement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs,
Department of the Treasu.ry, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. MACDONALD: In response to your memorandum of ,January 4, 1975, relating to the request for investigation on petroleum
1 Currently approximately 35% of consumption is obtained from foreign sources. No
significant changes In consumption are projected through FY 1976.

Enclosure.

JACK 1\T. CARLSON,
Assi.stant Secretary of the Interior.

THE EFFECTS ON NATIONAL SECURITY OF IMPORTS OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
.I1!1ports of crude oil in the first nine months of 1974 averaged 3.3
mi!hon b~rr~ls per day, and imports of petroleum products and un~mshed oils m petroleum averaged 2.6 million barrels per day. Total
imports as a percent of supply accounted for 36 percent and demand
f~r petroleum products in the. same period averaged nearly 16.5 million barrels per day. In the first nine months of 1974 residual fuel oil
accoun~d for 60.2 percent of our product imports an'd 61.3 percent of
~omestic residual fuel oil demand; distillate :fuel oil, 9.3 percent of
imports, and 8.6 percent of demand. Imports of gasoline constituted
8.4 r.ercent of products, but only 3.4 percent of domestic demand· jet
fye, 6.3 percent of imports and 16.7 percent of demand. Import~ of
liquefied gases and ethane comprised 4.6 percent of products and 9 percent. of demand. Other products, which includes naphthas, kerosine,
lubricants, waxes, asphalt, etc., aggregated 11.2 percent of product imports and 13.7 percent of domestic demand.
··
If crude imports were cut oft', refining operations in the U.S. would
have to be curtailed sharply. Based on average re.finery yields (August
1974), dom.e~ic refineries obtained f~o1!1 the 3.3 millfon barrels a day
of crude 011 imported, nearly 1.6 million barrels a day of gasoline,
nearly 700 thousand barrels a day of distillate fuel oil, and 274 thousand barrels a day of residual fuel oil.
Viewed narrowly, namely in terms of the probable needs of the
Department of the Defense under present conditions or in a major
nuclear war; it \vould appear that petroleum importations at current
levels would :riot jeopardize national defense per se. However a cut
off of foreign supplies of crude petroleum and/or petroleum p;oducts
would have a serious impact on the national economy, such as was
d~mons~rated in the 1973-74 Arab Oil Embargo. Broadly viewed, a
disruption of imports could have serious implications for the national
security, as well, in that a strong and healthy economy is generally
con~id~re~ es~ntial to our overall ability to maintain our free democratic mstitut1ons.
Still another consideration is the adverse impact petroleum products imports have on expansion of. domestic refinery capacity. We
cannot now meet our normal domestic needs from the full output of
existing refinery capacity. An increase in imports of products would be
harmful to national security because increasing dependence on such
sources would not only make the United States more vulnerable to
disrup~ions in supply flows, but also inhibit domestic refinery
expans10n.
Even without a :further embargo, large imports pose an economic
threat. The accompanying chart includes a 1974 estimated value of
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L b ' R ort on the Impact of Ewrgy Sh?rt1. The Secretary oIV al or { t
March 1974 This report, reqmred
ages on 11!~npower L eer, s, c a erel;e;1sive Em~loyment and Training
~~~~e~£ ~i~~~de~~: ,~ft~~lu;i~:J-:ict 0£ energy shortages on current and
future employment. A copJ ist~]los;;;~ject Independence Bluep1•int
2. Lab01· Report, ad ptad No
wber 1974 This report is available
T(J,Sk Force Report, a e ~ oye:n
. • ·
from the Federal EfeOr~y Ri\dmm~tAl1~~~tion". an unpublished study
1 esour~ '
3. "The Effects o
Barzel o£ the University of
recent.ly completed by Professor Yoramartment of Labor. The study
'Vashmgton u:ider c~ntract t? t~rn De1be artment. If it appears that
is currently hem~ reviewe~ lv1tlyn th: to fiie effect of petroleum and
~!~ol~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~· :: ~~~fonal security .we will advise you.
J OEJ, SEGALL,
Depidy Under Secretary, International Affairs.
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE

CouNCIL OF EcoNoMIC ADVISERS,
Washington, D.O., January 8, 1975.
Hon. DAvm R. MAcDoNALD,
.
rnd T ·ff Affairs.
Assistant Secretary, Enforcement, Ope.rations, a
ari ·
,
Department of the Treasiiry, Washington, D.O.
.
DEAR 1\fR. MACDONALD: Petroleum and petroleu~ produdcts ade bemt
.
t d 'nt the TJnited States in such quantities an un er sue
unpor e 1 o
" ·
.
·
t'
l
·t
.
circumstances as to threaten to 1mpa1r the na 10na secm·1 Y·
The uantity of imports of petroleum and pet~oleum prod:uct~ is so
large t~at these imports are essential to the contmueg fu~ct1inu1 ~
our economy at acceptable levels of employment aln ou pu d t·e a ro riate action is taken, petroleum and petro e1.1m pro uc 1m
p~¥ts ~ould continue at ~urrent o: higher levels; leavmg t~e economy
0 en to serious damage if those imports were mterrupte .
pThe circumstances under which petroleum and petroleum pro~ucts
are being imported into the United S~ates lead to a threat to natj°nal
security. Foreign governments may mterr?pt the flow 0£ p~tro eum
and petroleum product imports to. the Ur.nted States to aclue~e eco:
nomic or political ends. Oil-exp?rtmg nahop.s. whose exports are now
essential to the continued security of the l;mted .States .have agreed
to act jointly in matters of oil exports. Coll~ct1ve act10n. by some
petroleum exporters reduced U.S. petroleum 1mpo~ts durmg 1~731974 with serious damage to the economy ai;d s~urity <?£the Un~ted
States. A threat to our· national security w1)l exist until the. Um.ted
States can absorb the effects 0£ an embargo without damage to its VItal
economic and military interests.
.
, The United States can absorb the effects of a;n em~argo >:1t_hout
serious damage only if imports from those countries which act JOmtly
011 petroleum matters are not essential to the United Sb'!tes. These
imports would not be essential i£ the economy 0£ the Umted States
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required only as much petroleuf!l a_nd petroleum pro~ucts, or their substitutes, as could be produced w1thrn our bord~ra or imp~r~ed from nations which did not belong to the group which acted JOmtly on petroleum matters. Consequently, actions which cause the economy to
adjust to the consumption of Jess energy in the form 0£ petroleum
and petroleum products, and/or which cause more petroleum l?roducts to be supplied by domestic sources, would lead to greater national
security.
Alternatively, imports from those nations which act jointly on
petroleum matters would not threaten the security of the United
States if alternative sources of petroleum and petroleum product
supply could easily and readily replace interrupted imports. At present such supplies do not exist, and consequently there is a threat to
the national security of the United States.
In summary, petroleum and petroleum products are now being imported in quantities such that serious damage to national security
would result from interruption of these imports. The circumstances
under which petroleum and petroleum products are being imported
makes those imports insecure. Consequently, petroleum and petroleum
product imports threaten the national security.
Sincerely,
ALAN GREENSPAN.
FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINIS'rnATION,

Washington, D.O., January 11, 1975.
R. MACDONAID,
Assistant Secretary, En/O'l'eement, Operations, and Tariff Affairs,
U.S. Department of the Treasnry, Washington, D.O.
DEAR l\fR. MACDONALD: This is in response to your memorandum of
January 4, 1975, concerning Treasury Department Section 232 Investigation on Petroleum Imports.
The Project Independence Report projected continued U.S. reliance on impo1ted oil through 1980, given projected U.S. domestic
supply/demand responses to world oil prices of $4-$11 per barrel.
It is our judgment that, whatever its source, imported oil is inherently less secure than domestic oil. Oil import shortfalls jeopardize the
national security 0£ the U.S. and other oil dependent nations because
they impose severe economic costs. For that reason, the costs of offsetting that insecurity ought to be reflected explicitly in the domestic
price of imported oil.
The future supply security of U.S. imports was a major focal point
in the Project Independence Report. The International Assessment
of that report assessed U.S. vulnerability to foreign political and economic coercion resulting from disruptions in the supply of imported
crude. It should be noted, moreover, that a significant disruption in
imports of certain finished products, such as residual fuel oil, could
have major economic security implications £or the country. For example, approximately 80 percent of residual fuel oil consumed iu the
U.S. is imported and most of it is consumed on the East Coast for the
DAVID
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production of electricity and for industrial use. At the present time,
very few of these users have the capability of converting to other fuels
in the event of a temporary supply disruption lasting several months
or longer.
The report evaluates a number of alternatives for offsetting the
costs of oil import interruptions. The criteria for evaluating these
options included their relative contribution to U.S. energy import
supply seci:rity, their costs, and their impact on world oil prices. The
most promment options are: 1) Regulation of energy consumption
during an oil import shortfall; 2) Alternative dome6tic emergency
energy supplies; 3) International oil sharing. Each of these is discussed in greater detail below.

8. INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGREEMENTS

.1. REGULATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

As was demonstrated during the 1973-74 embargo, government
regulation o:f domestic :fuel supplies can diminish the economic impact of an oil import embargo. FEA has estimated that an oil
shortfall of approximately 1 million barrels/day can be managed by
fuel allocation programs, without imposing prohibitive costs on the
economy. In the short-term, 1975-76, this option is likely to remain effective. In the longer term. more efficient energy utilization will diminish the extent to which oil import shortfalls can be managed
exclusively by relying on minimal cost fuel allocation programs.
2. ALTERNATIVE EMERGENCY ENERGY SUPPLIES

In the short-term, 1975-76, emergency energy supply availability
is limited to current inventories, domestic and international stocks,
and any available production capacity of exporting states not participating in the embargo.
In the longer term, strategic petroleum reserves could be developed.
For example, our assessment of current oil imeort security indicates
the desirability o:f 1 billion barrels of crude 011, stored in U.S. saltdome caverns as they become available. The amount could be adjusted
as the threat assessment changes. Such a stockpile could offset a 3Ml\{
barrel/day import cut for nearly one year. Given domestic conservation programs and alternate supply sources, however, the stockpile
would most likely last longer than one year.
It will take several years to build strategic reserves to the desired level. In the meantime, the U.S. must consider ways to dampen
the rate o;f increase in oil imports. We :feel that, even at current worl.d
oil prices, the cost of using imported oil, i.e., the expected economic
loss caused bv an import shortfall, and/or the costs o:f emergency
supply programs to diminish. that loss, is currently not ip.terna~:zed
bv the U.S. eronomy. To this end, FEA fee1s a "security fee on
imported oil would be effective. This fee ($1 to $3 per barrel) could be
used in part to finance the strategic reserve programs, and to encourage
development of domestic energy resources.

••

Given t~e .in~bility to create effective emergency supplies in the
short .ru~, It IS i~portant t~at the U.S. actively support and particip.,ate m mternat10nal security agreements such as the International
Energy Program (IEP), or a producer-consumer conference with the
objective of establishing :future world oil prices acceptable to 'the U.S.,
the other importers, and the OPEC countries· and to decrease the
likelihood of politically or economically motivat~ supply disruptions.
The IEP particularly is an important component of the U.S. energy
supply security program. It would coordinate the responses of most
n.~ajor oil importing nations to international supply disruptions, prov1d~ guidelin?s. for conservation and stockpile release programs, and
avoid competition for available supplies, an<l thus limit the oil price
increases likely to result from an oil shortage .
. T~1e. TEP deter~ ~he im~osition of oil export embargoes because it
(~1mm1sh~s ~he ab1hty of 011 exporters to target oil shortfalls on particular 011 importers, 01· greatly increases the cost of doin<r so. For
exan:ple, under an IJl~P, a U.S. import shortfall of 3 MM BfD would
req u~re a much larger export cutoff, and increase the political an<l economic costs exporters would incur in imposing an embargo.
These measures do not exhanst the options available to the U.S.
(;tovernment. They seem to us, however, to he among the most effect1 ve programs w~ich the _U.S. can implement at this time, given the
character of the mternahonal energy market. As such, these options
offer _attractiv<; prospects for minimizing the threat to onr national
secunty resnltmg from our need to contrnne to rely on imported oil.
'\Ve have en~losed a copy of the Internationnl Assessment chapter
from the Pro.Jed IrnlPpernlence Report tog(•tlwr with a copy of the
PIMS "U.S.-OPEC; ~etroleum Heportt which provides OPEC exp(~rt volume... aml pncmg data for rn7:1 by individual member countries. The 1!)14 report has not yet been compiled.
1-V~ trust. tlu~t this information wiH be helpful in the conduct of
your mvest1gatlon.
Sincerely,
FRANI<: G. Z.\RB, Administrator.
ANNEX C.-CRUDE PETROLEUM ANO PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 1
11974 Data in 1,000 bbl/day!

Month
January ••.••••. ___________ ••••• ____ •.

~ea~~i~~::::::
::: :::: ::::: :::::: ::: ::
April. •• ____ ••••.•••. ··--- _________ ••

May _____ • _______ .•. _........•• __ ••••
June •••••...•. _•• ··-·--·· •••..•.....•

:;gs!.~~~~~:~_:_~:::::::::::::::::::::

Domestic
production

Crude
imports

Product
imports

Total
imports

Domestic
demand

8, 907
9, 156
8, 950
8, 952
8, 903
8, 777
8,893
8,918
8,932

2, 382
2, 248
2,462
3,267
3, 748
3, 957
4, 167
3, 905
3,267

2, 973
2, 973
2, 753
2, 703
2, 454
2, 218
2, 143
2,286
2,563

5,455
5, 271
5, 215
5, 970
6, 202
6, 175
6, 310
6, 190
5, 830

17, 270
17, 371
16, 045
15, 919
15, 624
16, 459
16, 156
16, 332
16, 397

8,661

4,047

3,360

7,407

13, 742

LATEST DATA 3

4 weeks (ending Dec. 13)•------------·

1 FEA, Monthly Energy Review-October 1974.
' Imports as pen:ent of demand-35.6 pen:ent.
3 FEA, Petroleum Situation Report-Dec. 13, 1974.
' Imports as percent of demand, 39.5 percent.
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[ANNEX D]

[.Annex Fl
U.S. crude oil daily a-veraves in thousands of barrels per day production

U.S. Imports of orude oiZ and pet1'!)1eum products by source, Janumy through
October 1974
[In thousands of barrels per day]

Country:

Total

.Algeria --------------------------------------------------~----
Egypt ----------~----------------------------------------------
X:u'Wait --------------------------------------------------------Qat.ar -~---~~------~-----------------------~--~-----------.i.-~---~
Saudi Ar~.=,...-J-':-.,..4-..,.-----.--•wtr-r·H·~------+r-&•-,.,..."".,...t--.. -·!.. _.,..
United Ar4h ~41-- ....M-----.--;-t.,T.,..,...-'I'+---.-~..--.--~- .....~.---Major .Arab OPEC cbtlnli1,S----,-~<-1_!.!.!___!,,:___ !_~_·___:__'_ ___ J.!.'_!._'--~-

220
14
2

16
382

82
716

71
Ecuador .------------------------·--------------------------~-- 296
Indonesia ------------------------------------------------------Iran ----------r-----------·----------~--------------------r~~~-- 542
670
N'lgeria ---~------------------------~-------------------------- 1,131
Venezuela ---------------~---------·---------------~-----------~
33
Gabon------~----------------------~--------------~-~-----.. ---Major OPEC cob>itrfee___ _:~--,.----~---------.:----------..-----: ___ ;'.._.::. 3, 4159
Canada ---------.....--~----~-- ... -------...,..-~---..-~- 7 --~----..------- 1,015
:Netherlands Antl.Ues-:----------------...---------.------~--..--...,- 494
.Angola ---------------------------------------------------------50
Italy ------------------------------------------------~-------~- 100
52
:Netherlands ------------------------------~--------------------~
l\£exlcon----------~----~---------------"--~--~~·~·~~------~------

Bahatnas ---------.. ---------~---------------------.-----l"'["'t"'<"--~Trinidad ------·----------------------.-----------~----,-T·--""----~
Others ---------.--------~------r-------~-------~---.<':1.,--------..,...,

10

213
272
178

Grand total__________ ----------------------------------------- 5,843
Source : Federal Energy Administration, from Census Bureau FT-185 Report.

THE CRUX OF lJ.~. PROBLEM
PRESEKT U.S. CONSOMPTIOK

RECOVERABLE U.S. R€SERVES

COAL
94.5%
15
BTU'• •• 9360 • 10

PETROLEUM
2.7!1
BTU'$• 270.10 15

NATURAL GAS

2.7''.
8TU'1• 215x 10

15

Sou;ce: HA "" J'rojecc Ind•p•ndenc• , ..13

Date:
Quantity
1964 ---------------------- 7,614
1965 ---------------~----- 7,804
1966 ----------~---~------ 8,295
1967 ---~----~---~-------~ 8,810
1968 ---------------------- 9,095
NOTJC.--4 weeks ending Dec. 13, .,.8,661.
l!lonrces, :

, .

Date:

Quanmy

1969 ---------------------- 9,238

1970 ---------------------1971 ---------------------1972 ---------------------1973 ----------------------

, ,\.

•API Annual Statietleal Review (Bu.Mine1) September 1974 p, 13.
..FEA Petroleum Situation Report, Dee. 18, 1974.
'

9,637
9,462
9,441
9,187

APPENDIX B TO MINORITY VIEWS ON H.R. 1767 AS
REPORTED
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D.C., Jawuary 14, 1975.

Hon. ·w·1LLIAM E. SrMON,
Secretary of the TreCl8ury,
TVCl8hington, D.O.
DEAR MR. SEoRETARY: This is in response to your letter of January 7,
1975 requesting my views as to complianse with § 232 of the. Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, as amended, 19 U .S.C. § 1862, and with applicable Treasury regulations, of the proposed procedures for ad?ption and the proposed contents of an amendment to Proclama~10n
3279, Adjusting Imports of Petroleum and Petroleum Products mto
the United States, 3 CFR Proc. 3279, as amended.
Proclamation 3279 was originally promulgated on March 10, 1959
(24 Fed. Reg. 1781), after a finding by the Director of the Office of
Civil and Defense Mobilization pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § l352a (Pub. L.
No. 85-686 § 8(a), Aug. 20, 1958, 72 Stat. 678) "that crude oil a~d
the princip~l crude oil derivatives and products are being imported i_n
such quantities an~ under ~uch cir~umstances as to th~eaten to impa~r
the national security," which findmg was concurred m by the President. As you are aware, that findi!lg was based up~:m the facts that
existed at that time, an overproduction of petroleum m the world m~r
ket with a consequent extremely low price for foreign petroleum which
discouraged domestic exploration and prod~ction. No one doub~s th~t
the findings was accurate, and a proper basis for the Proclamation, m
1959 1 but the question arises whether it is a lawful basis for the presently contemplated modification of the re~tric~ions, e~pecially. in light
of the drastic change from the factual s1tu~t1on wh1c!1 pr~v1ded .the
basis of the 1959 finding. Today the world is :faced with high prices
and threatened cutbacks in production, and the United States has
recently suffered an oil embargo by m~ny producing states.
Section 232(b) of the Trade Expa~s1on Act, as alr!-ende~, 19. U.S.C.
~ 1862 (b), after setting forth t!ie reqmren_ient for ~n mvest1gation an~
finding o:f a threat to the national secunty, provides that the President"... shall take such action, and for such time, (18 he deems necessary to adjust the imports of such art~cle a_nd its der~vatives so .tha~
such imports will not so threaten to impair the nat10nal security.
(Emphasis supplied.)
The normal meaning of the phrase "such action," in a conte~t such. as
this, is not a single act but rather a continuing course of action, with
1 In Te1JJas Am. Asphalt Oorp. v. Walker, 177 F. Supp. 315 (S.D. Tex. 1959). the President's judgment that the facts called for exercise of his authority was held not subject to
judlelal review.
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respect to which the initial investigation and finding would satisfy
the statutory requirement. This interpretation is amply supported by
the legislative history o:f the provision, which clearly contemplates a
continuing process of monitoring and modifying the import restrictions, as their limitations become apparent and their effects change.
See e.g., the comments on the floor of the House by Congressman
Cooper, floor manager of the bill which adopted the provision: 2
"The President would not only retain flexibility as to the particular
measure which he deems appropriate to take, but, having taken an
action, he would retain flexibility, with respect to the continuation,
modification, or suspension of any decision that had been made." 3
The Conference Report on the bill stated with reference to§ 232(b)
that "it is . . . the understanding of all the conferees that the authority granted to the President under this provision is a continuing authority. . . ." H. Rep. No. 745, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1955). The
1958 amendments to§ 232(b) were aimed at eliminating the same sort
of wastefulness and duplication of effort which a requirement of reinvestigation for every modification of restrictions would produce.
See S. Rep. No. 1838, note 2 supra.
The interpretation here proposed, whereby import restrictions once
imposed can be modified without an additional investigation and finding, has been sanctioned by the Congress' failure to object to the President's proceedin$' on that basis repeatedly during the past fifteen
years. Proclamation 3279 has been amended at least twenty-six times
since its issuance in 1959, see U.S.C. § 1862 note. Some of those amendments have been minor administrative changes; others have involved
major alteration of the means by which petroleum imports were restricted; none have been preceded by a formal ~ 232 (b) investigation
and finding. The force of congressional acquiescence in this practice is
particularly strong since Congress has, during that period, twice
amended the very provision in question-the last time only a month
ago. Of. Sambee v. Bustos, - - U.S.--,--, 43 USLW 4017, 4021
(Nov. 25, 1974).
The foregoing does not imply that the statute contemplates modification of restrictions without any Presidential detf'rmination that
the modification is necessary to protect against imports that threaten
national security. To the contrary, not only for modification but even
for continuation of restrictions the statutory scheme presumes that
the President will monitor, through the appropriate agency (now the
Department of the Treasury), the factual situation and the effectiveness of his measures in meeting it. The point, however, is that this
• 19 U.S.C. § 1862(b) has its origin in Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1955. 69 Stat. 166. It was originally codified to 19 U.S.C. § 1352a. In the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958, Pub. L. No. 85-686, § 8(a) Aug. 20, 1958, 72 Stat. 678, the
wording of the snbeectlon was slightly changed so as to increa•e the President's llexlbillty
and power, 11ee S. Rep. No. 1838, 85th Cong., 2d sess., 1958 U.S. Code Congressional and
AdminlstratiYe News 3614. and a new subsection was added which ls now 19 U.S.C.
§ 1862(c). In 1962 the entire section was reenacte<l as § 232 of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962, Pub. L. No. 87-794. Oct. 11, 1962, 76 Stat. 877, and codified to 19 U.S.C. § 1862,
without change In meaning or intent. see S. Rep_ No. 2059, 87th Cong., 2d "1'SS., 1962 U.S.
Code Coni::resslonal and Administrative News 3118. Most recently the Trade Act of 1974,
Pub. L. No. 93-618, § 127 (d), made further slight amendments in the investigative
procedurP.
• 101 Cong. Rec. 8160-61 (1955). Because these remarks were made In amplifying the
Conference Report by the House floor manager. they are entitled to be given the same
weight as a supplemental committee report. fifee Duplw Printing Press (Jo. v. Deering, 254
U.S. 443. 474-75 (1921).
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monitoring, both for continuation and for modification, does not have
to comply with the formal investigation and finding requiremen~s
applicable to the original imposition of the restriction. And there is
nothing to indicate that this rational scheme somehmv changes when
the factual basis on which a threat to the national security is found
changes from that which governed the original determination. Such
a distinction not onlv has no foundation ii1 the statute or its legislative history; it is also unworkable, since facts constantly change and
there is no apparent criterion for determining when the change is
significant enough to give rise to a reinvestigation and renewed finding
requirement.
My conclusion that there is no legal requirement for a new § 232 (b)
investigation and finding in order to issue the proposed Proclamation
does not preclude your making a specific investigation and finding if
you wish to do so in connection with the constant monitoring which
the statute envisions. Such discretionary action would not be subject
to the requirements of§ 232(b) nor to the Treasury regulations (31
CFR Part 9) relating to that section. Moreover, even if it were, there
is no doubt that you would not be required to give notice, allow for
public comment, or hold public hearings on the matter. Section 232 (b)
states that "the Secretary shall, if it is appropriate and after reasonable notice, hold public hearings ... " (Emphasis added.) There is
no evidence in the report of the committee which drafted this language, S. Rep. No. 93-1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 96 (1974), that it is
meant to establish a standard any more specific or restrictive than its
language implies. Your own regulations require public notice npon
undertaking an investigation and allow for public comment, 31 CFR
§ 9.7 (b) ; and they provide for public hearings when the Assistant
Secretary deems it appropriate, 31 CFR § 9.7 ( f). But these provi8ions can be varied or dispensed with in emergency situations or
when, in your judgment, national security interests require, 31 CFR
§ 9.8. Your letter states that you have determine,d in the present case
that national security interests require a most speedy investigation
which would not allow for notice and hearings or comments. This
reason fully suffices for dispensation from any such requirements of
the statute and the regulations.
There remains for consideration the question whether § 232(b)
authorizes the types of measures adopted by the proposed Proclamation to restrict imports of petroleum and petroleum derived .eroducts.
It is clear that § 232 grants the President the broadest flexibility in
determining what measures to use to restrict imports, as well as in
modifying the restrictions in light either of changed circumstances
or of evidence that existing restrictions were insufficient. The language
of the section, "take such action ... as he deems necessary," reflects
this, and the legislative history reinforces it.
The report of the Committee which drafted this provision stated
that the President was to have the authority to take "whateve'f' action
is necessary to adjust imports." (Emphasis supplied.) S. Rep. No. 232,
84th Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1955). On the floor of the Senate, Senator
Milliken, who with Senator Byrd actually drafted the provision as an
amendment to the House bill, stated that: "It grants to the President

authority to take whatever action he deems necessary to adjust imports .... He may use tariffs, quotas, import taxes, or other methods
of import restrictions." (101 Cong. Rec. 5299 (1955) .) .
Senator Barkley, also a member of the Senate Finance Committee
which added this section to the bill. stated that the President can
" ... impose such quotas or take other steps as he may believe to be
desirable in order to maintain the national security." (101 Cong.
Rec. 5298 ( 1955) ) .
Senator Bennett, again a member of the Senate Finance Committee
commented o:i. th~ powe~ the President could .give to the Office of
Defense 1\fob1hzat10n, saymg that-" ... they will have at their command the entire scope of tariffs, quotas, restrictions stockpiling and
any other variation of these programs." (101 Cong. Rec. 5588 (1955) ).
Th~ Conference Report made clear that the President's flexibility in
choosmg the means extended not merely to his initial action but also
to any modifications that he might make in light of changed circumstances. H. Rep. No. 745, sup'r'a; see the floor remarks of Congressman Cooper, quoted at page 3, SWJ?ra. The 1958 amendments intended
no change in this flexibility and discretion. The Senate Report stated:
~'As was ~tje pur~ose when the national security section was added
m the l~iw extension of the act, the amendments are designed to give
the President unquestioned authority to limit imports which threaten
to impair defense-essential industries." (S. Rept. No. 1838 supra).
A broad interpretation of the President's powers und:r § 232(b)
has been concurred in by the courts. As stated in Pancoa8t0J Petrolewm., Ltd. v. Udall, 348 F.2d 805, 807 (D.C. Cir. 1965) "The law
'
confers discretion on the President in broadest terms."
Against this background, there is no doubt that the devices employed. in the draft Proclamation are within the authority of§ 232 (b).
These mclude a return to the tariffs eliminated bv Proclamation 4210
of April 18, 197;_3, and an inc~ease in t~e license fees established by the
same Proclamat10n. Both tariffs and license fees are traditional means
of r~s_tricting imports and certainly envisioned by the statutory
prov1s1on.
Sincerely,
•

WILLIAM

B.

SAXBE,

Attorney General.

X. ADDITIONAL MINORITY VIEWS OF HON. JERRY L.
PETTIS
A comprehensive energy and economic program was proposed in
the State of the Union Message two weeks ago. It is a necessarily complex answer to a complicated problem. It is preferable to many other
proposed partial or simplistic alternatives and far superior to the most
destructive option of all : doing nothing.
The first step to implement this program was taken when the President acted to impose an import tax on crude oil, beginning February 1. This tax will be linked to an equalization plan to spread the
financial burden throughout all regions of the country.
In H.R. 1767, a step backward is being taken. This bill would do two
things. First it slows down the President's energy program by prohibiting him from imposing the import tax for 90 days. Then, in an
effort to prevent a veto, it includes in the same bill an increase in the
temporary debt ceiling required so the government can pay its bills
after mid-February.
It has been 15 months since the Arab oil embargo. Action is needed
now, not further delay. "Time" can no long-er serve as an excuse for
postponing the beginning of a concerted national energy program.
Given their past repeated failures, it is unlikely that the Democratic leadership in any amount of time will develop comprehensive
solutions to the energy problem.
Last December, the Democrats tried in Kansas City to address themselves to energy and economic problems, and again in mid-January,
the House Democratic Caucus attempted to articulate a comprehensive
answer.
They have not succeeded because in the current situation there are
no easy, pleasant solutions. After 15 months, 90 more days will not
change this basic truth. Sacrifice and readjustment are unpleasant
but necessary realities. Rationing, a frequently-mentioned alternative,
makes a good talking point, but if enacted would prove far less equitable or effective in meeting national goals than the President's energy
package.
After over a year of energy "crisis" we can afford no more delay.
The President has indicated a willingness to compromise all but
the need for balance in the final formula. Nevertheless, if the Democratic Congressional leadership insists on continuing their tactic of
"confrontation politics" over this measure, then Republicans in the
House should be prepared to vote to sustain a veto of this bill. Far
preferable would be constructive Congressional action to consider,
modify if required, and enact a comprehensive energy program.
JERRY L. PETTIS.
(69)

XI. SEPARATE MINORITY VIEWS OF
HON. JOHN J. DUNCAN
I am in agreement with the minority views relating to the merging
of the debt limit bill with the bill to delay petroleum import fees.
As stated, the combining of these two unrelated measures in a single
legislative package is unprecedented and irresponsible and leads inescapably to the conclusion that the Democraj.c Majority on the Ways
and Means Committee is playing politics with the economic and
energy problems of our country.
_,
It has never been a pleasant matter for me to vote to raise the Federal debt limit. However, if the authority to increase the present
statutory limit is not granted by February 18, the government will
be unable to pay its obligations after this date.
For these reasons, I am opposed to H.R. 1767, in its present form.

JOHN J. DUNCAN.
(71)

••

XII. SEPARATE MINORITY VIE1VS OF
HON. DONALD D. CLANCY
My remarks will be directed to the amendment adopted by the Committee which would increase the National Debt. The serious and dangerous position that this nation finds itself in today is the result of
the unbridled spending of this government, in both the Executive and
Legislative Branches, past and present. There is a simple answer to
the reason of this legislation being considered today and that is that
we have not exercised sufficient fiscal restraint which would have
eliminated the necessity to increase our National Debt. Our National
Debt is so astronomical that it is estimated that we will spend approximately $33 billion for interest alone on the debt in this fiscal year.
It is the third largest item in the Federal Budget.
It is clear to every American that Congress has :failed to control
Federal spending in a manner that would result in a balanced budget,
which most of us advocate and have urged for many years. We have
failed to institute proper bud8'etary controls that are so necessary
to restore a health economic chmate. A balanced budget can only be
restored by deeds and not words that I have heard too often in the
debate on this issue that we are considering today. I have heard the
same arguments in past years.
Each Administration knows fully well that even i:f an unbalanced
budget is proposed, it is very easy to have Congress approve the
spending proposals and later approve debt increases to provide :for the
deficit. I have listened too long to the faulty argument that "we must
honor our obligations". We have a paramount obligation to restore
fiscal responsibility that this argument ~libly sidesteps. We can honor
this paramount obligation by curtailmg unnecessary expenditures
rather than ritualistically providing another huge increase in the debt
limit.
By adopting this legislation, this government will go to the money
market and borrow once again enormous sums from the private sector
which, of necessity, has an adverse effect upon the entire economy o:f
our country. We will further place pressure on interest rates which
contributes greatly to inflation, which we are experiencing in great
measure today. A major problem in Congress today is that there are
to few willing to cast a vote against spending measures that send the
debt higher and higher each year.
We can put our financial house in order by exercising restraints in
spending and notifying this Administration and those of the future
that Congress will not, by a wave of a wand, permit them to borrow
so easily to provide :for the deficit that they advocate in their budgets.
Budget control and effective restraint have been neglected too long
and the ultimate result has been more taxes and more inflation :for our
people. These are why I oppose this measure at this time.
DoNALD D. Cr,ANCY.
(73)

XIII. SUPPLEMENTAL MINORITY VIEWS OF HON. BILL
FRENZEL, HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER, HON. JAMES G.
MARTIN, AND HON. L.A. BAFALIS
The bill (H.R. 1767) to suspend the President's authority for three
and one-half months to control oil imports through imposition of
fees is a matter of grave concern. Its alleged purposes are suitably
lofty, and it offers a haven for those who are genuinely concerned by
(1) the possibility of regional inequity, (2) the possibility of abrupt
energy price increases to consumers, and/or (3) the apparent change
of legislative/executive dialogue from negotiation to confrontation.
All of these questions concern us. We are worried that the regions of
this country that are heavily dependent on imported oil, including our
states of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Florida will be obliged to sacrifice more than other areas, which are less dependent.
We also regret that the hearing processes of the Trade expansion
Act were not used. Our overall national dependence on offshore oil
makes our situation grim-perhaps an emergency. We believe the
Administration can be faulted for at least not sooner revealing the
details of the equalization system, if not for skipping the hearing
process altogether.
·
The question of whether the Executive has acted overaggressively
or arrogantly is, in the long run, perhaps even more serious. The 94th
Congress really has not had time to review the conditions, evaluate the
alternative policies and participate fully in the filial policy choice.
These valid concerns make it easy to ignore or to dismiss a series
of valid counter concerns. First is the need. an urgent need if we follow Administration logic, to establish a national policy to reduce our
overall dependence on foreign oil. Second, but perhaps more important, is Congress' track record of utter failure in energy policy. That
record is buttressed by the disinterest or inability of the majority
party, even to begin serious efforts to establish energy policy.
Congress rejected, even in the middle of the embargo crisis, a staildby
rationing plan. Last Fall, the Congressional majority ridiculed. an
increase in the gas tax. Congress, or at least its majority leadership, is
unwilling to make the hard choices needed for energy conservation.
It is happier criticizing the President than in dealing with painful
reality. The Presidential prod may be a little heavy-handed, but, on
the record, it seems necessary.
.
The Secretary of the Treasury and the President have stated that
the Administration is not committed to complete the second and third
fee increases, scheduled to occur March 1 and April 1, respectively,
provided Congress makes progress on a reasonable conservation plan.
On the contrary, the Administration is committed to work with Congress in its plan. a modifieation or even a different alternative. The
President's oft-repeated willingness to work with us takes much of the
(75)
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sting out of the apparent confrontation. That willingness gave us a
Transit compromise last November.
The phasing of the import fees lends support to the Administration's contention that it wishes to prod the Congress to action gently.
Prompt Congressional action on an energy policy could prod the import fee, and thus the price effect on consumers, to a modest level.
The Presidential proclamation specifically exempts refined products
in its first stage, so the immediate fears of regional inequity will be
minimized. The gradually-increasing tax schedule will bring gradually-increasing pressure on Congress to establish itE? own program or
to accept some variation of the President's program.
Stated in simple terms, there is nothing in the Administration program to prevent the Congress from acting. On the contrary, the President has pleaded with Congress to take action, and his proposal is
calculated to provide the greatest-possible incentive for Congressional
action.
Returning specifically to the oil cost-equalization plan, the Administration, through a variety of official witnesses, has assured us of its
equity. That equalization program is absolutely essential to any
energy policy based on price allocation-even the existing policy already forced upon us by the OPEC price policy. One program was
announced and withdrawn by FEA. The second is announced and its
equity vouched for. But its details, if fully announced, are only dimly
perceived by ourselves.
Our support of, or acquiescence to, any policy, is conditioned absolutely on energy-price equity. What is required, we believe, is not
exactly equal energy prices everywhere, but equality (in extra dollars
of cost, not percentages) in additional energy costs under a new program of mandatory energy conservation. We believe the Administration is fully committed to such a pro,g-ram by its official statements to
this committee, and our vote against H.R. 1767 is solidly based on this
commitment.
Departing from the merits, or the intentions, of R.R. 1767, its sponsors admit that it leaves the President powerless to protect the people
of our country at a time of national emergency other than outright
war. An embargo would be such a national emergency.
Congress has proved it can't act quickly. This bill prevents the
President from allocating by price. A number of self-appointed energy
gurus in the Congress have stated that the President has no rationing
powers. During an embargo. the distribution of crude and refined oil
products would be governed by the law of the jungle, or the law of
the black market. Those with the time to wait, or the resources to influence, would be the recipients of oil products. Others, particularly
working people and the poor, would be losers.
An even further departure from the merits of R.R. 1767 is its marriage to the Debt Ceiling Bill. The Debt Bill has been attached as a
crutch to prop up R.R. 1767. The marriage of two separate bills is
invariably bad policy, no matter how convenient it seems at the time.
Each time we abandon our own standards, we move closer to the Senate system of anarchy which we all pretend to deplore.
A vote against this unfortunate marriage is justified on procedural
grounds alone. Other procedural irregularities mar the bill. We had

t<? vote. to suspen~ our ~nvn rules to consider it. We had to marry two
b!lls with no relat1onsl11p. And we had to consummate the unholy marriage by the use of proxies. Altogether, the performance was unworthy
of a Congress which gives lip service to reform.
The Debt Limit Bill !s frighteningly high, but Congress has spent
every penny a~d the bills :ire now due. The Committee record has
been sp~r~d with exclamat10ns of shock and outrage, but many of
them origmate fro.n:~ ~hose who have .voted for every spending program and have cr1tic1zed the Executive every time he has tried to
hold back spending.
The debt and the deficit are. a .national disgrace, and all of us can
share some. of the blame. But, ~t 1s well to remember that Congress is
the champion. spender of all time and that no President ever spent
any m?ne:y wluch was not.first appropriated by Congress.
. Reviewmg. al! t.he cons1derabons and acknowledging many reservatio~s and m1sgivmgs, we feel. comrelled to vote against H.R. 1767,
wlnch would suspend. the Pres.1de~t s po,~·er to levy an oil import fee.
Some of om: s~mpat~1es are with it, particularly as noted herein; but,
oi: balance, it .1s unwise. The President's tax proposal may be a crude
~t1mulu~, but it seems to be the only prospect of stirring the Congress
mtoaction.
BILL FRENZEL.

\VILLIAM A. STEIGER.
JAMES G. MARTIN.
L.A. BAFALIS.

1r

XIV. ADDITIONAL MINORITY VIEWS OF HON. BILI..
FRENZEL AND HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER
Subsequent to the completion of our earlier remarks, the Committee voted 17 to 16 to seek a closed rule on H.R. 1767 with a waiver of
all points of order.
'\Ve do not believe that closed rules should be completely eliminated,
but we strongly believe they should be used sparingly. For this bill,
we believe the closed rule is totally unwarranted. The House should
have the ability to consider amendments ·without restriction.
It is just such wanton use of the closed rule as this which has led
reformers to try to eliminate it. If we continue to lean on the closed
rule as a crutch to our distrust of representative government, we deserve ha.ving our crutch taken a·way for good.
The same is true of the waiver of points of order. There is a point
of order that should be waived. There is no need to waive all points
of order. The waiver is a dictatorial process that breeds sloppy Committee work.
We believe the rule requested gives further procedural reasons to
oppose this bill.
BILI, FRENZEL.
WILLIAM A. STEIGER.
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

--------- submitted the following resolution; which was

''

RESOLUTION
Resolved,

p~ ,r

That upon the adoption of this resolution it shall be in
order to move that the House resolve itself into the Committee of
the Whole House on the State of the Union for the consideration of
the bill (H. R. 2634) to increase the temporary debt limitation and
to extend such temporary limitation Wltil Jnne 30, 1975, ~nd all
points of order against said bill are hereby waived. After general
debate, which shall be confined to the bill and shall continue not
to excee~-.--,,ft~gr(~~t2tbe~c;~JtY divided and controlled by the
chairmani.of;fne Coni.m1tte~ on Ways and Means, the bill shall be
read for amendment under the five-minute rule. At the conclusion
of the consideration of the bill for amendment, the Committee
shall rise and report the bill 'bt!iift to the House with such amendments as may have been adopted, and the previous question shall
be considered as 9rdered on the bill and amendments thereto to
final passage without intervening motion except one motion to
recommit.
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON 20220

,JUN - 71976
Dear John:
.As you know, the Ways & Means Committee has favorably
reported HR 14114, the bill to extend the temporary increase
in the debt limit ceiling to September 30, 1977, and to
increase the amount of the limit, in three stages, from
$627 billion to $700 billion. The bill also increases by
$5 billion Treasury's authority to issue long-term bonds at
rates above the 4 1/4% interes~ limitation established by
the Second Liberty Bond Act.
Prompt enactment of this legislation is of utmost
importance to the Treasury and the Administration. In terms
of timing, legislation extending the temporary debt ceiling
should be in.place on June 30, the date the current ceiling
expires. Moreover, extension of the ceiling through
·
fiscal 1977, as opposed to a shorter extension, provides us
with a far better framework within which to plan our
financing activities over the entire period. Finally, the
expansion of our authority to issue long-term debt will
assist us in our efforts to achieve a balanced debt
structure, thus resulting in potentially large interest
cost savings and more healthy and efficient capital markets.
No one deplores more than I do the pattern of
consistent deficit spending which has necessitated
continuing growth in our national debt. But~ especially
in .recent years, it has become clear that the debt ceiling
is not an effective device for controlling the level of ·
governmental expenditures. There is no indication that
· debt ceiling considerations have ever deterred Congress
from adopting spending programs.
·
Like you and all of your colleagues who have fought so
long and hard for fiscal restraint, I am deeply troubled by
the growth in Federal expenditures proposed in the recent
budget actions by the Congress. But as we continue to fight
these excessive budget increases, I hope a clear distinction
can be made between excessive spending on the one hand, and
insuring appropriate legislative authority to finance whatever obligations are incurred on the other. HR 14114 is
legislation which clearly falls within the latter cat~gory
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and its adoption is most important if we are to preserve
confidence in the integrity of Treasury financing.
With best regards,
Sincerely yours,

The Honorable
John J. Rhodes
Minority Leader
House of Representatives
Washi~gton, D.C. 20515

Republicans who voted against an increase in the
Temporary Limit on Public Debt (H.R.11893), February
26, 1976:
+Abdnor
+Andrews·
-Archer
-Armstong
-Ashbrook
-Bafalis
-Bauman
-Beard
+Broomfield
+Brown
+Broyhill
+Buchanan
-Burgener
+Burke
+Butler
-Clancy
+Clausen, Don H.
+Cleveland
+Cochran
-Collins
-Conlan
-Crane
-Daniel, R.W.
-Devine
-Dickinson
-Duncan
+Emery
+Eshleman.
+Fish
+Frenzel
+Frey
+Gilman
-Goldwater
+Goodling
+Gradison
-Grassley
+Guyer
-Hagedorn
+Hammerschmidt
-Hansen
-Harsha
+Heckler
+Hillis
-Holt
+Hutchinson

+Hyde
+Johnson
+Kasten
+Kelly
+Kemp
-Ketchum
+Kindness
-Lagomarsino
-Latta
-Lott
+Lujan
+Mccollister
-Martin
+Miller
-Moore
-Moorhead
+Myers
+Mvers
+Pressler
+Quie
-Quillen
+Regula
+Rinaldo
-Robinson
-Rousselot
+Saras in
+Schulze•
+Sebelius
+Shriver
+Shuster
+Skubitz
-Smith
-Snyder
-Spence.
+Steelman
-Steiger
-Symms
+Talcott
-Taylor
+Thone
-Treen
+Walsh
+Wampler
+Winn
+Wylie
+Young

(Clawson, Del-not voting, but paired as "against")
+Members to be contacted
-Members not likely to change their position
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WASHINGTON 20220
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~JUN - 7 1976
Dear John:

As you know, the Ways & Means Committee has favorably
reported HR 14114, the bill to extend the temporary increase
in the debt limit ceiling to September 30, 1977, and to
increase the amount of the limit, in three stages, from
$627 billion to $700 billion. The bill also increases by
$5 billion Treasury's authority to issue long-term bonds at
rates above the 4 1/4% interest limitation established by
the Seccind Liberty Bond Act.
· ·
Prompt enactment of this legislation is of utmost
importance to the Treasury and the Administration.
In terms
of timing, legislation extending the temporary debt ceiling
should be in· place on June 30,· the date the current ceiling
expires. Moreover,·extension of the ceiling through
·
fiscal 1977, as opposed to a shorter extension, provides us
with a far better framework within which to plan our
financing activities over the entire period. Finally, the
expansion of our authority to issue long-term debt will
assist us in our efforts to achieve a balanced debt
structure, thus resulting in potentially large interest
cost savings and more healthy and efficient capital markets.
No one deplores more than I do the pattern of
consistent deficit spending which has necessi4tated
continuing growth in our national debt.
But, especially
in recent years, it has become clear that the debt ceiling
is not an effective device for controlling the level of ·
governmental expenditures. There is no indication that
debt ceiling considerations have ever deterred Congress
from adopting spending programs.
·
I

Like you and al.l of your colleagues who have fought so
long and hard for fiscal restraint, I am deeply troubled by
the growth in Federal expenditures proposed in the recent
budget actions by the Congress. But as we continue to fight
these excessive budget increases, I hope a clear distinction
can be made between excessive spending on the one hand, and
insuring appropriate legislative authority to finance whatever obligations are incurred on the other. HR 14114 is
legislation which clearly falls within the latter category
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and its adoption is most important if·we are to preserve
confidence in the integrity of Treasury financing.
With best regards,
Sincerely yours,

The Honorable
John J. Rhodes
Minority Leader
House of Representatives
Washi~gton, D.C. 20515
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Republicans who voted against an increase in the
Temporary Limit on Public Debt (H.R.11893), February
26, 1976:
+Abdnor
+Andrews·
-Archer
-Armstong
-Ashbrook
-Bafalis
-Bauman
-Beard
+Broomfield
+Brown
+Broyhill
+Buchanan
-Burgener
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+Butler
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-Members not likely to change their position
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;:"RASER
'~AP.TH

!iOLAM
OSERSTA R

":!SS.:. S $IP PI
:-.tOWEN
• OHTG 011 ERV
•HITTEH

YEA
VEA

NV
HAY

VEA
NA Y

YEA
HY
HY
HY
YEA
YEA
YEA

HY
VEA
YEA
HAY
HAY

FREN ZE L
HAGEDORN
QUIE

YEA
HA Y

HA Y

COCHR AH
LOTT

HAY

HAY

HAY

;

..

\

,
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PACE 6

ROLL HO. 372
DEMOCRATIC
MISSOURI
BOLLIHG
BORLISOH <rtO >
CLAY
HUHGHTE
I CHORD

REPUBLICAN

••OTHER••

VEA

TAYLOR <1'10)

MAY

MC COLLISTER
St1ITH <HB>
THO HE

HA'I'
HAY
NAY

YEA
VEA

VEA

LI TTOt4

HAY
HY

f<RHDkLt.

HY

SULLIYAH
SYl1INCTOH

HAY
HV

OHTAtH~

BAUCUS
ELCHEP.

YEA
VEA

EBRASKA

EY~DA

SAHT! HI

HAY

EW HAl1PSHIRE
D'AHOURS

HAY

CLEYEL~ND

HAY

DANIELS CHJ>

HY
HAY

HELSTOS~I

HY

FEIHII CK
FORSYTHE
RINALDO

YEA

=-LORIO

HOWARD
UC HES

VEA
NAY
HAY

E\I J£J::SE Y

t>iACUIRE
'1£YH£R
.. I NISH

PATTEH <HJ)
OD I HO
ROE
THOHPSOH
E

VEA
HA Y

YE~

HAY

YEA

,

HY
HAY

VEA

MEXICO

RUNNELS

LUJAN

NAY

..

HAV

·.
STATE AND PARTV REPORT
RCJLL NO.

7

V£A

KEMP
LEHT
HC EWEH

VEA

CtiISHOLH

HV

DE LAHEY
DOWNEY <HY>
HAHLEV
ij0LTZl1AH
KOCH

YEA
HAY

YEA
HAY
HAY
YEA

FISH
G IUIAH
ff OR TOH

HAY

LA FALCE
LUHDlHE
ilC HUGH

P~GE

372

COHABLE

HY
YEA
HAY

AD DAB BO
AM BRO
BADILLO
Bl AGGI
BIMGHAM

4 40 PH

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC
lEiil YORK
ABZUG

14 JUHE 1976

HA

MITCHELL CHY>

PEYSER
WALSH
WYDLER

NAV

YEA
YEA
YEA

HAY
NY
NAY
NY
HY

YEA

YEA

OTTINGER
PATTISOH CH'r')

YEA
YEA
YEA
VEA
YEA

PIKE

VEA

RANGEL

VEA
YEA
YEA
HY
VEA

l'IURPHV <NY)
HOWAK

RICHl'IOND
r:OSEt~THAL

SCHEUER
SOLARZ
STRATTOH
WOLFF

YEA

HAY

2EFEP.ET"!'I

VE A

ttORTH CAROLINA

HY

BROYtlILL

FOUMTAIH

HAY

l'IARTIH

HEFNER

... NDREWS

<MC>

HENDERSON

HY
NAY

JONES ( U:>

HAY

HEAL
PRE'fER

HAY
VEA
HY
HAY

-,o SE

TAYLOR <HC)

HA\'

HAV

'

HORTH DAKOTR
AHDREIJS

..

(HD)

HAY

PAC£ 8

STATE AHD PARTY REPORT
ROLL. HO.

372

DEl'IOCRATIC

REPUBLICAN

OHIO
ASH LEV

VEA
VE ff

ASHBROOK
SROWH <OH>

HAV

CARH£V
HAYS COH>
HOT Tl

HY

CLAHC'f

NA Y

NA'r'

~EIBERllNG

VEA

DEY I NE
GRADISON

NA Y
HAY

STANTON, JA"ES V.

HV

GUYER

NA ,

STOt<ES

HY
YEA

HARSHA

HAY

KINDNESS
LATTA
MILLER <OH>

HAY
HAY
HA Y

YANIK

MOSHER

REGULA
STANTON,
WHALEN

.JrLAH011A
.L BERT

EHGLISH

HV

YEA

J.

HAY
WILLIAM YEA
YEA

UYLIE

HA Y

JARl1~H

VEA

HAV

JOHES (010

HAY

~ISEHHOOYER

NAV

STEED

YEA

i•R EGOH
AUCOI M

YEA

DUHCAH COR>

YEA

ULLl'IAH
WE RYER

VEA
VEA

f°'EtHISl'LYAiH A
HAY

BIESTER

HV

EDGAR
£IL9ERC
FLOOD

HY
VEA

COUGffLIH
ESHLEMAN

YEA

GOCiDLIHG

VEA
HY
HAY

GAYDOS

HAY

HEINZ

VEA

GREEN

HY
YEA

JOHHSOH <P A >
11C DADE
11VERS <PA)

YEA
YEA
HA Y

HY
NAY
HA'i

lJENT

~OO RHEAD

<PA)

MO RGAN

YEA

XURTHA
NIX

HAY

YEA

SCHNEEBELI
SCHULZE

~OOHEY

YEA

SHUSTER

VIGORITO

YEA
NAY

'rATROH

rHO!iE I SL AND
BEARD CRI>

YEA

ST GERMAIN

YEA

,

STATE AND PAP.TY REPORT

ROLL HO

14 JUHE 1976
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PAGE 9

372
REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAY IS
DERRICK

HAY
HAY

t10LLAHD

HY

JENRETTE

HAY
HAY

!'1AHH

HAV

SPEHCE

f.OU1 H DAKOTA

ABIIHOR

HAY

PRESSLER

HAY

BEARD CTH>
DUHCAN (TH>

HA

QUILLEN

HY

TEHHESSEE
ALLEN

HAV

EYIHS (TH>

YEA

FORD <TH>
JONES CTH>
LLOYD <TH>

HAY

rEXRS
BROOKS

HAV

HAY
HAY
YEA

ARCHER

BURLESOH (TX>

YEA

COLLINS CTX>

H.RY
HAY

IE LA GARZA
ECKHARDT
GOHZRLEZ
HIGHTOWER
JORDAN

HAY

PAUL
STEELMAN

HAY
HY

HY
YEA

HAY

!\AZEN

YEA
HAY

l~RUEGER

NY

MAH OH

YEA
H\I

!11LFORD

PICKLE
POAGE
ROBEP.TS

TEAGUE
b!HITE

YEA
HAY
HAY

HV

WILSON, <TX>

HAY
HAY

wRIGHT

YEA

iOUHi:i <TX>

YEA

"fOWE

HV

MC KAY

VEA

,

:J T AH

: ERi!OHT

HAY

JEFFOf(DS

'\IRGIMIA
D~~UEL,

DAH
OL!HIHG CYA>

HAY

BUTLER

YEA

DANIEL"

NAY
R.

W.

HAY

FISHER
HARRIS

HAY

ROBINSON
WAMPLER

HA'f
HAV

SrtTTERFIELD

NAY

WHITEHURST

HY

YEA

..

STATE AHD PARTY REPORT
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PAGE 10

ROLL HO. 372
REPUBLICAN

DEKOCRATIC
WASHIHGTOH
ADA"S
BONKER
FOLEY

HICKS

YEA

MC CORtlACK

YEA
HY

EEDS
EST YIRGIHIA
HECHLER (WY>

YEA

PRITCHARD

YEA
YEA
YEA

....

HAY

YEA
YEA
YEA

.O !.. LO HA H
SU~CK

STAGGERS
·•ISCONSIH
ASP IN
IilALDUS

YEA
YEA

COP.Hf LL
KfiSTEHl'lEIER
OBEY

KASTEN
STEIGER 011)

HAY

VEA

YER
HAY

~EUSS

VER
VEA

ZABLOCKI

YEA

VG~ING

YEA

P.OHC~LlO

•

•

•

•

•

E N D

0 F

R E P 0 R T

•

•

•

REPUBLICAN CLERK'S
REFERENCE COPY
JOE BARilETT
H-220, U. S. CAPITOL
'

